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SPECIFICATRXJS * 

Power Input 13.8 VDC +20% 

Input Current 300 mk 

Frequency Response ~1dBfrom3oOto3WHz 

Temperature Range -30” to &WC (-2YF to +185*F) 

Distortion Less than 3% 

Repeater Timer Jumper selectable, I,3 or 10 minutes 

Drop-Out Timer 

Size 

Jumper selectable, I,3 or 10 seconds 

4.22h X 11.0~ X 8.43d Inches 

Impedance SC@ ohms 

Audio Input -19 d3m to +I 1 d3m 

Audio Output -19 d3m to +11 dBm 

* These specifications are intended primarily for the use of the service personnel. Refer &I the appropriate base station 
specification sheet for the complete specifications. 



DESCRWTIUN 

The Tone Remote or Remof.e/Repea&r station panels 
(19B234871P51-74) are self contained units that contain the 
audio, regulated power supplies, function tone detection, func- 
tion decoders and timing control circuits required to operate the 
station. The capabilities of this panel are one to four frequency 
transmit and receive, with Channel Guard, repeat disable, 
Channel Guard on-off, auxiliary relay and scan (see TabIe 1). 
The station pane1 is located within the 7-rack unit radio panel 
andisaccessedbyopeningthereceiverexcirerdooronthefront 
of the cabinet. Figure 1 provides a sketch of the front panel 
marking. Figure 2 provides a Block Diagram of the Tone 
RemqtejRepeater Assembly. 

Panels (19D2348?1P53-74) include a Tone Extension Board 
(-0173) in addition to the Main Board C-0172). This provides 
the detection and output control for the 1050 Hz, 1150 Hz, 
1250Hz, 1350Ff2, t455Hz,155OHz, 165UHz, 1750Hz,and 
1850 Hz function tones. This board assembly contains func- 
tion tone detection, function decoders, PROM decoders and 

output driver circuits required to operate the radio station. 
When the Battery Backup feature is desired to maintain the 
latches in their last decoded position (during a power failure), 
install battery Bl and remove jumper H15-H16. 

The tone extension board (-0173) is located on top of the main 
board (-0172). To gain access to the components on the main 
board, remove the two screws located on the front side of the 
-0273 assembly and swivel the assembly upwards. 

The tone sequence consists of three is-&rvaIs as depicted in 
Figure 3. The first interval, known as the Sect&t tone is sent 
by the con&oZ unit for 125 milliseconds at a level equal to 
normal voice peaks (in the case of 0 VU voice tone level is + 10 
dB) to alert the panel that a function tone folIows. The proper 
function tone (see Table 2 for a listing of function and fre- 
quency) is then sent for a 40 milKsecond intervd. For a 
function that does not inchde transmitting this completes the 
squency. For transmit functions, the third interval is the 
HOLD tone, which is the same frequency as the Secur-It but 
it is sent 30 d3 lower and it continues for as long as the PIT 
switch is depressed. 
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P%t 
No. Description 

Two Four ClUWlel Repeat CG AUX. 
Freq FrfY Guard Disable On-Off 1 scan 

51 *Remote or Remote/Repeater X 
$2 *Remote or Remot&Repeater X x t 
53 Remote X 
54 Remote X X 
55 Remote X 
56 Remote X X 
57 Remote/Repeater X X 
58 Rem~ote/Repeater X X X 
59 *Remote or Remote/Repeater X X X 
60 Remote/Repeater X X X X 
61 Remote X X X 
62 Remote X X X 
63 *Remote or Remote/Repeater X X 
64 *Remote or Remote/Repeater X X X 
65 Remote I X X 
65 Remote X X X 
67 Remote/Repeater X X 
68 Remote/Repeater X X X X 
69 *Remote or Remote/Repeater X X X X 
70 RemotelRepearer X X X X 
71 Remote X X X X 
72 Remote X x x 
73 Remote X Aux Receiver Application, 
74 Remote X Aux Receiver Application 

* To make Remote/Repeater for these units requires 19C327001P2 Modification Instructions. 

-_-.- --.. - .-.. -_- ._.. 
I-AABLE l- CQNFlGlJFiATlQN 



I+ 125 MS. -+- +O MS. + AS LONG AS PTT SW1TCH DEPRESSED+ 

RG-2434A 

TABLE 2 - TONE CONTROL FUNCTTUN AND FREQUENCY 

RX Channel Guard 
Disable @eset by P-l-T) 2050 Hertz 

TX-Freq. No. I 1950 Hertz 

TX-Freq. No. 2 1850 Hertz 

Rx-Freq. No. 1 or 
Receiver No, 1 1750 Hertz 

RX-Freq. No. 2 or 
Receiver No. 2 1650 Hem 

Clmnnel Guard On or 
Repeater Enable* 1550 Hertz 

Clmnel Guard Off or 
Repeater Disable* 1450 Hertz 

TX-Freq. No. 3 or 
Aux. Function I On 1350 Hertz 

TX-Freq. No.4 or 
Aux. Function I Off 1250 Hertz 

Repeater Enable* 1150 Hertz 

Repeater Disable* or Scan or 
Simultaneous Monitor 1050 Hertz 
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ClRCUlT ANALYSIS 

The Tone Remote or Remote/Repeater Pane1 assembly is 
completely solid state and uses a combinasion of discrete 
components and integrated circuits (E’s) to achieve maxi- 
mum reliability. Discrete components are used prirnariIy in the 
audio filtering input/output stages. The E’s are used primarily 
in the timers and decoding circuitry that control the repeater. 

Audio from the station receiver section is applied to the panel 
on the “VUL/SQ HI” port on 51203-K Amplifier WD is a 
notch filter that is centered at 205 Hz and has 25 dl3 of 
attenuation. Resistor 553 and capacitor C25 form the de- 
emphasis filtering that causes the audio to roll off at 6 dE3 per 
octave in the frequency range from 300-3000 I&. Amplifiers 
U4C, U4A and U4F3 form a sixth order high pass f&r which 
is factory adjusted by potentiometer R82 to have a cut-off at 
280 Hz. The combination of all the supporting components 
and amplifiers in this section provide the frequency envelope 
shaping requirements of the graph in Figure 4. 

g -20 
t i 

- 6 dB/OCTWE ROUOFF- 

Figure 4 - Frequency Response 

Analog gat( < WA and KID control the audio from the 
“VULjSQ HI” input to CombinerJOutpot Amp U3A. Upon 
detection of a high (in the range from 0.8 to I .6 Vdc) on the 
“IWS” input on 31204-l 1, transistor QS will turn OR causing 
the voltage on the coIlector to go low (less than 0.3 Vdc). This 
level is inverted by aansistorQ7 and places a high (greater than 

3.5 Vdc)on the gatecontrol,pin 13 of WA, which then couples 
the audio to the input of second analog gate WD. The gate 
control on pin I2 is controlled by transistor QlO which is 

norma& “on” thus the collector is low (less than 0.3 Vdc). 
This gate will be enabled when transistor QlO turns off during 
a remote P’I’T function decoded by OR gate U27A. Audio is 
then coupled through analog gate U7D and is applied to poten- 
tiometer R83 (REP?ZATER AUDIO LEVEL CONTROL) 
which is used to set the deviation on the transmitter, 

Ifd~ngthetimethatthe“R~S”portishigha”LOCAL~ 
is depressed, diode I)37 is forward biased and disables analog 
gate WA from conducting and disables the “VUL/SQ HI” 
audio path th the “IX AUDIO HI” port on J1203-7. In 
addition, if a low is applied to “REP AUDIO MGTE” port on 
31200-11 i&s will also terminate the audio path from 
“VUL/SQ HI” by pulling gate WA control pin 13 low (less 
than 0.8 Vdc). 

&& Mic I/Q 

The “LUCAL MIC HI” port on P3-2 couples audio from the 
mic element to analog gate U7C. The DC bias and 600 ohm 
&n-hating impedance required by the mic is provided by ti 
RC network comprised of 5585, R86 and C43. Analog gate 
U7C is controlled by transistor Q9 which interfaces the 
“LOCAL PTY line on P3-3 to the gate pin 6. When the PIT 
button is not depressed, Q9 is off and the voltage OR top of 
resistor R89 is low (Iess than I Vdcj. Upon activation of the 
PTT switch, the voltage on R89 wiII be high (greater than 9.5 
Vdc). The audio level from the “LOCAL ME HI” input onP3- 
2 to the “TX AUDIO OUT’ port on J 12-3-7 is set by poten ti- 
ometer R69. 

In addition, the audio from the “LOCAL ME HI” port is 
appkd to analog gate WB which is controlled by transistor 
Q9. This transistor is norma?.ly off and thus the voltage on the 
top of resistor R89 is low (less than 0.5 Vdc). The voltage on 
the topof resistor R67 will be high (greater than 9.5 Vdc) when 
the Local PTT button is depressed. The audio level from the 
“LOCAL ME HI” input on P3-2 to the ‘ZINE” ports on 
T31201-3 and TB1201-4 is set by potentiometer R28 “LU- 
CAL MIC TO LINE”, 

Audio from the remote controller is coupled by transformer Tl 
to terminating resistor Rl which matches the output imped- 
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ante of the control panel to 6GiJ ohms. When the panel is used 
in the standard two wire configuration, the jumper between 
I324 and H25 is instaIIed, which applies the receive audio to po- 
tes%iometer R91. This potentiometer is labeled “TX LINE 
INPUT’ and sets the level of the audio applied to line compen- 
sation amplifier WA. This amp can be set up to provide 
compensation for high frequency roll-off on long &es. This 
modification should be used when the roll-off in the 2500 to 
3000HzrangeismorethanlOdBbeIowthere~o~eintherlOO 
to 500 Kz level. See the schematic diagram for specific 
component changes. 

Following U9A is the compression circuit composed of: 
Ul03; UIOA; U10C; DS; IX@ Q6; and 423. Transmit audio 
from U9A is applied to U103-3 where it is amplified and 
connected ftom U108-4 through a network composed of C50; 
R99; Q23; C57; and R95 to the input of UlOA at pin 6. After 
itisamplifiedbyUlOA, theousputatUlOA5is supplied to two 
different places. The fit is through C&5 to the 2175 Hz notch 
filter (U113 andUl1C) on its way to the bilateral switch U5D. 
The second is to amplifier UloC through C46. The output of 
UlOC is rectified by vollage doubler D6 and II46 which 
charges C91. The voltage on C91 is amplified by emitter 
follower 46 and applied to the base of 423. 423 serves as a 
variable resistor in the vohage divider composed of R99 and 
023 which limits the input to UIOA. It is the purpose of this 
circuit to operate in a linear fashion normally with 023 turned 
off, thereby appearing as a high resistance. Upon receipt of 
higher than normal audio at U103-4, the amplification of 
UIOA and UloC is rectified by D6 and II46 &wing the 
voltage across C91 e The increased voltage across C91 through 
the emitter follower Q6 starts turning on 423 reducing its 
eo&ztor to emitter resistance, which in &urn lowers the audio 
to UtOA. Since this affects not only the output through C65, 
but the turn on voltage of Q23 through C46 a state of quilib- 
rim can be reached for a steady audio. N5rrna&, however, 
voicelevelsvary widely and the size ofC91 is chosen to provide 
some smoothing. 

Notch filter U113 and U11C no&es the 2175 Hz frequency 
from the transmit audio thus preventing &e &cur-It tone from 
being transmitted over the air. The depth of &ii notch is a 
minimum of 40 dB below a reference set at 1000 Hz and 0 d3 
OR the line. Potentiometers R229 and R76 se& the center fre- 
quency of this notch. 

NOTE 
These potentiometers are factory set and should not re- 
quire adjustment in the field. They are sealed to prevent 
accidental movement. 

Potentiometer R34, which is IabeIed “‘RF&KITE Tli ANSMIT 
LEVEL”, sets the audio that is presented to output amp U3A 
from the line tern&&s. AnaIog gateU5D is enabled when the 
decoding logic detects a remote PIT function. At fha& time 
control pin 12 wiII go high (greater than 9.5 Vdc) and the 
receive audio wiII be on output pin 11. If a Local P?Z is 
enabled onP3-3, #hen diode IX willbe forward biased and gate 
controI pin I2 will be low (0.8 Vdc or less) and no audio wiII 
be allowed OR the ‘TX AUDIO OUT” line on 51203-7. 

4-Wire C&ion 

The four wire option adds the transformer T2, terminating 
resistor R 1 and surge arrestors SG I and SG2. The function of 
these is to form another 600 ohm terminating port for incoming 
audio to the panel in the transmitter audio section. When this 
option is installed the jumper between H24 and H25 is re- 
moved. Also, transformer Tl is then used only for receive 
audio. 

fieceive AudiQ 

Line driver amplifier Ul , with its combiner and notch f&r/ 
pre-amplifier U2, are capabb of driving the receive 600 ohm 
line at + I I dBm. The notch filter&ombiner takes audio from 
the”LOCAL MIC HI” port via resistor R2.5 and capacitor C3 I. 
It also takes audio from the “VUL/SQ HI” port via resistorR23 
and capacitor C32, and from the “LINE” ports on TB1201-2 
andTBl201-5viaresistorR24andcapacitorQ3. Analoggate 
U5A is controlled by the RUSOS lead when the jumper 
between HZ8 and H29 is installed. This path allows the line 
audio from the incoming 600 ohm line on TB1201-2 and 
T3120l-5tobecoupledtotheoutgoingIineonTBl2#1-3and 
TBI201-4 when the RUSUS is high &cater than 9.5 Vdc), 
This feature is only available on the four wire audio option, 
The other port on the output amp is the “VOTING TONE” on 
51204-3 which is coupled via resistor R8 and couples the 
external 1950 Hz tone to the phone line. 

The jumper between H28 and H29 allows intercom be- 
tween parallel remotes with 4 wire audio 
must mute itself unless a handset is used during remote 
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The tone control frequencies that the remote controller puts on 
the voice grade line are detected by the panel which produces 
the appropriate functions on the output, Function tone detee- 
tion is performed by tone decoders U15 and U16. These 
detectors are tuned by potentiometers R142 and R193 which 
set the 2211 decoders to 2050 Hz and 1950 Hz respectively. 
ThetonesenterthepanelontermianlsT3l20l-3andT3120l- 
4,oriff#urwireoptionisinstahed,onT31201-2andT31201- 
5. They are applied to hue compensation amplifier U9A with 
the voice audio Potentiometer RI22 sets the level that is 
apphed to the tone detection circuitry and analog gate U21A 
which is normally coni.roBed by function tone detection one- 
shotU293 on pin 13. During the initial t10 d3 Secur-It tone 
burst, comparator U26A’s output on pin 1 will go high (greater 
than 9.5 Vdc). When the tone is present longer than 100 msec, 
validation one-shot U29A’s output on pin 7 wiU go low (less 
than 0.7 Vdc). When this output returns to its high state, and 
if the output of U26A is still low, one-shot U293 will trigger 
allowing the receive tone to pass through analog gate U21 A. 
This tone is then applied to the tone decoders via capacitor 07 
and C83. TP2 is used to test the input frequency and level of 
the tone required by the detectors. U15 is the CHANNEL 
GUARD detector whose output on pin 6 is normally low and 
goes high upon the detection of 2050 Hz. This in turn feeds the 
set input on CG flip-flop U243 on pin 6 which sets the output 
OR pin 9 to a high level. This high (9.5 Vdc) causes transistor 
Q20 to turn OR and the “C-G MUNITGR” on J 1201-5 to go low 
(less than 0.3 Vdc). 

U16 is the TRANSMIT Fl detector whose output on pin 6 is 
normally low and goes high upon detection of 1950 Hz. This 
h;,:h is then applied to minus 20 dB flip-flop U24A via level 
translatbr U253. The high on set input pin 4 of U24A causes 
the output on pin 2 to go high which is applied to AND gate 
U22A on pin 1. The output of the AND gate is held low until 
decoder U 16 stops detecting 1950 Hz (this keeps the function 
tones from being applied to me minus 20 dB detector, causing 
falsing). I’ ilr ?rzy 7’tf.e U213 controls the signal &hat is applied 
to minus 2 dE amplifier U25A and comparator U263. The 
2175 Hz tout; tram bandpass filter U23 is applied to minus 
20 d3 amplifier U25A and causes the full wave rectifier com- 
prised of diodes II17 and D20 to go high. Comparator U263’s 
output will go low {less than 0.7 Vdc) and remain until the 
minus 20 d3 Hold toneisremoved. At this time, transmit hold 
tone one-shot U28A will trigger and its output on pin 6 will 
generate a positive pulse of 100 msec duration that causes the 
minus 20 d3 flip-flop (U24A) to reset and force its output on 

pin21ow. Inaddition,theoutputfromminus20d3comparator 
U263 is used to pull the REMOTE PTT port on Jl203- I low 
(less than 0.3 Vdc) via transistor Q21 and OR gate U27A. The 
comparator output is also used to reset the C-G flip-flop 
w243) via OR gate U27C. 

Power on one-shotU283 is used to reset all of the ff ip-flops to 
their reset state when the power is first applied to me panel or 
if a power spike causes the unit to change states during the 
transition. This is accomplishedby applying &he positive pulse 
from theoutputofU283 toORgate r J227D which in turn passes 
it along to the other OR gates that are connected to the reset 
input of &he ff ip-flops. The other input to OR gate U27D is an 
inverted signal from the ‘TEST” position of selector switch 
SW5 when contacts IA and ID are shorted. This also causes 
the flip-flops to reset. 

Selector switch SW4permits theoperatorto select”REMOT3 
PIT or NORMAL/RX1 ” from the front pane1 when selector 
switch SW.5 is in the “TEST” position. The function 
“C-G/RX2” can always be selected independent of switch 
SW5, and is used to monitor the receive channel that is 
equipped with Channel Guard. 

I Tone Deteetton and Decoy (tone ext board -0173) 

Tone control frequencies that the remote controller puts on the 
voice grade line are defected by the panel which produces the 
appropriate functions on the output. Tone detection is per- 
formed by tone decoders, U1 through U9. These detectors are 
tuned by potentiometers RS, R12, R18, R24, R30, R36, R42, 
R48andR54which~etthe2211decoderstr, 205UHz, 125OHz, 
I35O~Hz, 1450 Hz, 1550 Hz, 1650 Hz, 1750 Hz and 1850 I% 
respectively. Receive tone passes through connector N-8. 
This tone is then applied to the tone decoders via input capaci- 
tors C2, C8, C35, C41, C14, C20, C44, C50 and C26. The 
output an pin 6 is normally low and goes high upon the 
detection of the respective frequencies. This, in turn, feeds the 
input on the PROM decoders which cause their respective 
output to set or reset R-S flip-flops UlO, U1 I and U12. The 
output on the flip-ffops go high (9.5 Vdc), which causes 
transistors QI through QS to turn on and the respective output 
ports to go low (less than 0.3 Vdc). 

Power Usoard -0173’2 

The power on reset line PI-5 is used to put all of the flip-flops 
in their reset state when the power is first applied to the panel, 
or if a power spike causes the unit to change states during the 
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transition. This feature must be disabled by removing the 
jumper between H15 and l-l16 wI3en the battery backup option 
is installed. 

Auxiliary Relay IS1 is drivenby transistor QS which, in turn, is 
driven by R-S Iat& UII from pin IO. When the remote 
controller commands the auxiliary relay to turn on by placing 
1350 Hz on the function tone, I(1 will change states and AWX 
I LED @3) will iIIuminatc. To disable the r&y, the remote 
controller can send 1250 Hz for the function tone and the R-S 
latch will reset its Q2 output. Also, an input greater than 3.0 
Vdc from theresetporton51214-10 willcausetheR-S latch to 
rem Q2. The Auxihy Switch on the front panel of the control 
shelf wilf also enable or disable ourput relay Kl . 

WI-ten ‘02 DECODE OUTPUT” pin 51201- If goes Iow (less 
than 0.3 Vdc), transistor Ql? turns off and transistor Q19 turns 
ou,grouudingoutputport“RX 1 MUTE”onJt2DI-2ifjumper 
H12 toEI isinstalled. If selector switch SW4 isplacedin the 
“(33” mode by closing contacts IA to ID and selectur switch 
SW5 is placed in the “TEST” mode and jumper H38 to H39 is 
installed, the output of “RX 1 MUTE” will be low. 

The “RIB” port on 51204-l 1 controls the “VU4SQ HI” port 
as described in the first section of the circuit description. This 
port, in itself, is controlled by another port, that being the 
“TONE SWITCH” on 312004. When the ‘TONE SWITCR 
is pulled Iow (kss than 0.3 Vdc), transistor Q3 will energize 
causing transistor Q4 to turn on, thus enabling RUS transistor 
Q5 to operate. This sequence is nom-&y what occurs when the 
repeater is equipped with a tone option board and it receives the 
valid tine from the mobile. If for some reason the tone option 
board does not decode the proper tones, the ‘“KME SWITCH’ 
port will never go low, thus removing the ground from the 
emitter of QS and, in effect, disabling the “RUS” function. 
when the “TUNE SWITCH” port is used, the jumper between 
X2.2 and H23 is removed. It is installed in all other cases. 

Input supply voltage for the panel is provided by the repcater 
power supply and is applied to “13.8 Vdc” input terminal 
51203-3. This port feeds the output regulators comprised of 
U18,U3O,andU31. RegulatorUl8providesaIloftbeextemal 
current requirements for the repeater on J 1202- I, 51203-4 and 
31200-l. The voltage on any of these pins is specified at 10.0 
-0.3 Vdc with the maximum combined current for the above 
ports not to exceed 1.5 amps. Regulator U30 provides aH of the 
on-card power requirements for the panel and for terminal 
“REC 10 Vdc” on Jl2.0410. The voltage on this pin is 
specified at 10.0 &.I Vdc with the maximum current not to 
exceed 0.5 amps. Regulator US 1 provides +5 Vdc for the audio 
amplifiers and logic decoder circuits. 

The input filter formed by inductor Ll and capacitor C67 
remove 60 Hz or 120Hz from the input power source. Capaci- 
tor C66 is a bypass for any high frequencies that can be induced 
info the input supply from high powered RF sources. All of the 
remaining regulators and their respective components provide 
the above described func t.ions. 

I Length w 

The ‘l!ZUS” input also starts master call length timer, U 12. On - 
the negative edge of the “RUS” function, one-shot IC U143 
sends a positive pulse from i& Q o&put on pin 20 to the reset 
input on pin 6 of U12. This pulse resets the internal counters 
within U12 and causes the Q output on pin 8 to go high. This 
output will remain high until the internal counters have ex- 
ceeded the number of clock cycles that have been programmed 
into it by the control line on pins 12 and 13. The internal cIock 
frequency is set by resistors R 123 and R 124 and capacitors C62 
and C63. Refer to the schematic (see Table of Contents) for the 
chart regarding repeater timer jumpers. 

Also, when RUS returns to its high state, drop-out timer UMA 
is triggered on the rising edge, This one-shot sets its Q output 
on pin 6high for the periodof time that is controlled by resistors 
R136, RI37 and R138 and capacitor C72. Refer to the 
schematic {see Table of Contents) for the chart on repeater 
dropout timer jumpers. The clear input on pin 3 is contro&d 
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by NOR gateU20D that sends the output from the master timer 
into the dropout timer which allows the droptmt timer to 
operate only if the timers have not been disabled by the 
removal of the jumper from K14 to H15. Diodes D11 and D12 
OR the outputs from the timers and feeds them to output 
transistor Q22, This transistor can he disabled by bringing 
“REPEATER DISABLE” pin 51201-7 low (less than 0.3 Vdc) 
by the remote con&o1 function from open collector driver on 
the top expansion board. Timer output is aho available to the 
outside on %PTR TIMER” port J12#-7. 

Selector switch SW5 located on the front panel, allows the 
operator to place the panel into the “RPTR DISABLE MODE” 
which disconnects the colIector of transistor 422 from sum- 
ming diode D33 thus causing the repeater to enter a standby 
mode. In addition, this switch grounds repeater disable LED 
D36 by moving the selector to the position where terminals 1A 
and 13 or 1 D make contact. The contact of 3A to either 3C or 
3D aHows the Local PIT function to be coupled to the control 
circuits in U13. 

. . Antenna Relav and Tm 

Upon detection of a PTT function at the input to antenna relay 
sequencetimerUf3Fpin 13,theoutputonpin 12goeshighand 
is inverted by U13C and fed to forward biased diode D9 
causing the input to U23B to go low, resulting in its output 
goinghigh, AhighattheoutputofUl3BdrivestransistorQl2 
into saturation and pulls the “‘ANT RELAY port on 51201-3 
low (less than 0.3 Vdc). This causes the relay within the 
repeater to be energized putting it into a transmit condition. 

When the PTT function is released, the input to U13F pin 13 
w2? go high and the output on pin 12 will go low. The low on 
the inpui *o U13C on pin 5 causes the output to go high and 
reverse biases diode D9. During this time, capacitor C68 is 
charging &rough resistor RI34 and forms a delay of 20 
milliseconds that is required in order to shut down the transmit 
oscillator before the antenna relay is opened, thus reducing the 
acrcing acwss the contacts. 

The PlT fuiztion also feeds another set of delay timers 
comprised of inverters Ul3D and U13E which provide a 20 
millisecond delay on the output of U13A pin 2. This output is 
fed to transistor 413 which shuts off Ql4 when the PTT 
function is high. When the PTT function goes low at the input 
ofUI3D,trandsiorQ14turnsonandgoesto l&0&.1 Vde. Its 
output is fed to “TX OSC CNTRL” on J 1204-5. During this 
SZite,therepeater ~anSmitoscillatOr will run and the 0utput 

power amplifier will be energized. 

Front Panel Sneaker 

The front panel mounted speaker and volume control aHow the 
opemor to set the proper listening level for servicing. Resis- 
tors RI08 and R109 provide the terminating impedance re- 
quired by the speaker drive circuits within tie station. 

NOTE 
When the speaker is not being used, turn the volume 
control all. the way counterciockwise to reduce the 
amount of audio. 

Selector switches SW2 and SW3 allow the operator to 
select the proper operating frequency requirements dur- 
ing the ‘TEST” mode only; otherwise these switches 
have no effect on the panel’s operating characteristics. 
Sebctor switch SW2 is used to select the appropriate 
receive audio when the station is equipped with two 

Prior to leaving the station site, be sure that aII of the 

their “NURMAL” position for the station to operate 

OPTIONS 

Metering S3MEU2 

Addsametering~eI(l932348?1PlU1)to 
the remote panel, and a metering harness to 
the radio station. Manual LBI-31983 covers 
this option. 

Squelch Operated Relay S3SUOl 

Adds a SUR kit (19B234871F102) to the 
remote panel. 

When an incoming signal causes the re- 
ceiver to unsquelch, a positive voltage ap- 
pears on the RUS line and forward biases 
diode D3. This positive voltage appears on 
the base of Ql turning it on. When QL 
conducts, LED D2 is tumedon and relay K1 
is energized. Diode Dl is connected across 
the relay coil for spike suppression, 



NOTE 
In radios equipped with Channel Guard, the RIJS switch 
will operate only when an “On frequency” signal with the 
correct Channel Guard tone is applied to the receiver. 

Battery Standby Alarm Tone S33C02 

Adds a BSAT Kit (19B234871P103) to the 
remote panel. 

The battery alarm periodiically warns the op- 
erator at the remote controller that the AC 
power has been interrupted and &at the 
station is operating off a DC voltage source. 

In the event AC power is interrupted fmm 
the station, a low is applied to the base of QS 
turning it on. With QS turned on, Q6 is on 
and Q? is off. integrated circuit U2 acts as 
a 1200 Hz osciIIator and applies the tone to 
bandpass filter U3. The signal is fiIr.ered by 
U3 and associated circuitry and then 
coupLad to the audio stage on the 
remote/repeater main board Tier Ul and 
associated circuitq provide the repetition 
rateofthetoneandisadjustebyR19. The 
On-Timer&e is adjustable by R22. The tone 
audio level is also adjustable by R23. 

Four Wire Audio S3TX02 

Adds a Four Wire Kit (193234871P104) to 
the remote panel. This transformer does 
NOT have a split winding. 

BSAT and SUR (combined) S3SLT02 

Adds a BSAT and SUR Kit 
(193234871P105) to the remote panel. 

. . 

Provides the Battery Standby Alarm Tone 
and Squelch Operated Relay functions in 
one remote panel. 

Logic Standby Battery S3BOLJI 

Adds logic standby to battery component 
bmrd. 

Radio Controlled Base Stations S3SCOl-2-4 

Adds material to permit one station to con- 
trol another station. Manual LEG4723 
covers these options. 

FIELD MUIXFICATIUNS 

Occasionally it is desired to modify a version of the 
19B234S71 panel in the field. 

This section of the manual is to direct your attention to the 
availability of 11200. 

This connector provides the connections for the optional 
control shelf back plane (S3MBOl), however, it has many 
additional circuit connections available. The Service Sheet for 
the option cable listed in the Table of Contents of this manual 
gives information on connections and ordering information on 
the mating connector. 

You may find that your modification is better suited to use the 
back plane, in which case the Outline Diagram of the Control 
Shelf Backplane listed in the Table of Contents of &ii manual 
will be of help. 

In using the back plane you may fmd that Field Application 
Module 19D417491C1,andExtenderCard I9D41745801 to 
be helpful. These are listed in the Table of Contents of this 
manual. 
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PARTS LIST LBl.31 m3 

PlZOO 

I?1218 

P1219 

PARTS LIST 

MSTR II STATION OPTIOR CRBLZ: 
L9B234944cl 

ISRUE 2 

GE PART NO. 

19All6572P4 

19A116573P4 

19~usm9P18 

19X11678LP4 

19A116659P143 

1%11678LP3 

193106152i5 

19A7056841?1 

UESCRIPTION 

- - - - - - ^ - I - - pLuQ$ I I I - - r L - - - - 
CWUlWiOT. fncludar: 

Confwt, slsctrieal. (Quantity ot 14). 

Connector shell. IllClUdeS: 

contwt. cllsctricalr wire rants NO. 22-26 A"F; 
sim to Wolcx W-50-0107. 

Comwtar shell. Includes: 

ContaOt, alectrica1: wire rw,ge No. Lii-20 AW: 
aim to nolex W-50-0105. 

- - - I I  ̂  ̂ I - "IBCELmEQyJ* -  ̂ - * " " _ - - 

lcstainer strap: trim to Panduit Corp. SST-L. 

Polrrrizing Tab. (Wed tn el.zeo). 

COMPONENTS ADDED, DELETED OR CHANGED BY PRODUCTION CHANGES 

MASTR II STATION OPTIQN INTERCONNECT CABLE 
19B234949Gi 
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lm-31853 OUTUNE DIAGRAM 

(ieD423102, RW, 0) 
(19D417215, Sh. 2, Rev. 0) 
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fxf-3-f 853 

This discussion covers “telephone lines” that are commonly 
used between GE remote control units andremomIy controlled 
GE base stations. While specifica~y direcmd to systems &hat 
use tone signalling, it will also be helpful in connection with 
systems that use diiect current (DC) signallmg. Characteristics 
of these “Voice grade” lines and their application to Land 
Mobilecommunicationssystems willbe covered. Tbisdiscus- 
s&n refers to frequency response only to the point where it 
affects tone signaltlling. It does not cover total audio frequency 
response as related to audio quality. 

Inanumberof cases the radio user will provide wires within his 
building or his complex of buildings. In these cases he will 
have much more freedom in the levels that he may use. 
Normally these are short and involve very little loss. 

These lines are normally obtained from a communications 
common carrier rphone company* for our purposes here) 
When you ask for a “voice grade” (as contrasted to a “data 
line”) telephone line you do not know what type of line you will 
get from tie phonecompany. Worse than that, they may supply 
one type first and later change it to another type without telling 
you or the user. You can expect one of these: 

1. Wire lines with no amplifiers 
2. Wire lines with amplifiers added to compensate for line 

ross 
3. Facilities derived from carrier {multiplex) 

Thesethree~ofIine-saredifferentandeachmusibetreated 
difkentiy. In large systems you may end up with all three 
types of lines. In long haul applications you may end up with 
two or three of these types of lines in tandem (tied together end- 
to-end). 

The first type is WIRE LINE WITH NO AhPLIFlERS. These 
are the same lines that you have been using ior years to control 
DC systems. These are the easiest &o work with since they 
include no problem causing electronic equipment. These are 
usable on tone systems, we just don’t apply LX cnrrent to them. 
You wilr find these lines in less pcqnlated areas where the 
phone company has not yet gone to carrier systems. 

These lines have a fixed amount of IOSS which XX& with 
frequency, temperatnre, from deterioration of splices, and 
from moisture getting into the cables. When these cables ger 
old the phone company sometimes apply DC current to im- 
prove the joints and tower the line loss. 

YOU are normally allowed to apply +I0 dEm rest tone to these 
lines. These lines do not normally include any type of voice 
hmiters. 

ThesecondtypeofIineisa~EL~WITHAMPLTFIEfZS. 
These fines are normaHy supplied when the loss of available 
fines is too high. An amplifier or several amplifiers are added 
to the Iine to make up for the loss. 

One commonly used amplifier is the E-6 repeater. This 
amplifier will pass DC current and they have been used on DC 
lines for years. These amplifiers include limiters which start 
limiting at somewhere around 0 dBm input to the amplifier. 
The limiters do not canse any real problems on DC systems 
since only the voice peaks are clipped. However, special care 
must be used when you apply them to tone remote control 
systems, 

Each amplifier can be adjusted for up to 12 dB of gain. If the 
loss the phones company is making up is mom than 12 dB, one 
or more amplifiers are added. The amplifier@) may be placed 
at any point in the line. 

The third type of telephone line is a DERIVED FACILITY 
nsingcarriereqnipment. Since this is the most comphcared we 
have to apply much more care when connecting our radio 
equipment. You will be getting this type of hne more often in 
the future. 

The phone company supplies you two wires at each end of the 
circuit. Each two-wire end goes to some point in the circuit 
where it is converted to a four wire circuit and connected to the 
carrier equipment. Of course, you can order a four wire circuit 
if that is what you desire. A& the other end it is taken out of the 
carrier equipment and converted back to the two wire. The 
carrier equipment has a transmit pa& and a receive path. The 
gain is adjustable each way. 

The phone company wants to see a maximum, three second 
level of -13 dE%m at the carrier equipment as measured on a 
modified Western Electric 3-type noise measuring set. The 
telephoneequipment will iimit the audio if the signal is above 
-13 d?3m at the carrier input. This does not mean that the 
maximum you can put into the two-wire end is -13 dBm. If 
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your equipment is a good distance from the carrier equipmenr, 
you will have some line loss. If the loss is 5 dB, for instance, 
then you could put in -8 dBm into the two wire end. Therefore, 
you will have to ask the phone company in each case what Ievel 
you are aHowed to put into the two wire end. If the phone 
company checks and fii that you are putting too much audio 
into the carrier equipment they will put a pad into the circuit to 
cut the audio down. 

when you ask the phone company what Ieve you can put into 
the line they wiH either give the Ievel to you in Volume Units 
(VU) or test tone. VU is average voice which is generally 
considered to be 10 dB below test tone. Test tone is 1004 or 
1000 Hz tone used to line up the circuit. Test tone is normally 
given in dBm. If you aren’t carefuI you and thephonecompany 
man will be talking 10 d3 apart. If the phone man says the limit 
is 0 VU, use +lO dBm for your lineup. 

The two wire ends of these lines are normally designed to work 
with 600 ohms impedance in and out. The transmit and receive 
carrier equipment gains are set up for 6OOohm terminations. If 
the line to the carrier equipment is fairly long, the impedance 
at which you feed the two wire end is not very critical. But, if 
the two wire end is close to the carrier equipment then the 
impedance is critial. If your impedance is not 500 ohms you 
can cause the gain of the carrier equipment to go up or down. 
In some cases, your will get feedback @collations) from the 
receive path to the transmit path. A common problem which 
causes oscillations in the carrier equipment is gain change, 
whether from misadjustment or other reasons. 

American Telephone and Telegraph Company has pubIish& a 
reference for Voice Grade Lines e&it&d, “private Line Inter- 
cmwctions, Voice Applications” (Publication Number 
43201). Itcovers~vetattypesofprivateliuein~a~s. There 
is no publication that covers radio control alone. There are 
several parameters given which are important to us. 

The loo0 Hz loss design objective is 0 to 10 dB. If you do not 
specify thk * 3s f~.ci wdlgetaloss of lOdB at 1ooOHziu most 
cases. II phone company allows itself a SHORT-TERM 
ff uctuation of +/- 3 dB and a LONG-TERM variation of 
+/- 4 dB. If a 10 dB loss line at loo0 Hz is specified, you can 
expect up to 14 dEt less and the phone company woxdd &II be 
within their design limits. 

Thelossbetwcen 5OUand25OOcanbe+2dB and-8dBreIative 
to 1550 Hz loss. Note that the phone man may refer to this as 
-2 and +8 in his way of talking. The loss between 300 and 
3ooO Hz can be +3 d3 to -12 d3 relative to the IO00 Hz loss. 

‘This says that if you have a line with 10 dB of loss at ZOO0 Hz 
you can expect as much as 18 d3 of loss at 2500 Hz and 22 dB 
of loss at 3ooO Hz. You must also add the +I- 4 dB of long-term 
variation to this, 

The noise of &ii type of line is measured at each end with a 
Western Electric 3-type noise meter. The allowable level of a 
linefromOb50milesis31dBmCandforaIi~efrom51to100 
miles is 34 dBmc. *If this type meter is not available, an AC 
VTbTM can be used. If a noise reading of -50 dBm or less, 
generally this is considered au acceptable circuit. 

As contrasted with DC systems, where audio level setting was 
not as critical, it is important that levels be se&properly. Failing 
to do so results in the control function not working properly. 
For example, you put the system in and after the user has a little 
experience he finds that he is not always picking up the 
function he selected. Then you will have a hard time pinning 
down the problems. A little extra time spent at the installation 
will save many proHems in the end. 

The equipment is designed so that the tone sequence consists 
of either two or three parts. The first part is the SECUR-IT tone 
(2175 Hz) which is sent at the highest level for approximately 
125 milliseconds. This is followed by the function tone which 
is sent at a level 10 d3 lower for approximately 40 ms. In the 
case of a transmit function, the function tone is followed by 
2175 Hz at a level 30 dB down from the SECUK-IT burst 
(therefore, i&is 20 dB down from the function tone burst). This 
tone continues for f&e duration of the transmit function. The 
average voice (0 VU) is sent at the same level as the function 
tone, therefore, the test tone for the voice is sent at the same 
level as the SECUR-IT tone. 

SECUR-IT tone must arrive at the base station at no less than 
-25dEtm. The transmit hold tone must arrive at the base station 
at no &zss than -50 dl3m. The test tone for the voice must arrive 
attebasestationatnoIessthan-20d8m. Therefore, thelimits 
of system operation are usually established by only three 
things: 

1. The maximum level at 2175 Hz that the phone 
company will allow to be sent from the most 
distant point in the system. Normally this will 
not be higher than 0 d3m, In some cases it may 
even be less, or on rare occasions it may be +5 or 
+10 dBm. 
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2 The loss of the circuit at 2175 Hz. Do not forget 
the long-term variation of up to 4 dB more. 

3. The requirement that the SECUR-IT burst must 
arrive at the base station at no less than -20 d3m. 

However, if’ the limits are surpassed C- 1 conditioning can be 
added at additional expense, It is important for proper opera- 
tion not to turn up the tone sending level. When the level is 
increased, the SECUR-IT tone burst will go into limiting in the 
phone company equipment. The limited tone causes the 
SECUR-IT tone filter in the base station to ring and thereby 
pick up or drop out functions that were not selected. NEVER 
allow the SECUR-IT tone to be in limiting. 

There is an easy way to check and see if the SECUR-IT tone is 
in limiting. With the phone lines connected to the equipment 
at both ends connect an AC VTVM across the phone line at the 
base station. Arrange to send a burst of SECUR-IT tone long 
enough to measure &e incoming level on the AC VTVM. Then 
arrange to send a burst of 1955 Hz Function tone long enough 
to measure the incoming level on the AC VTVM. If the 1955 
Xz tone does not arrive 15 d3 (+f- 1 dB) less than the SECUR- 
IT then the SECUR-IT is in limiting. Lower the sending level 
at the remote ControlIer unt.iI it is below limiting. 

If the audio is high enough to cause the telephone equipment to 
go into limiting it will cause amplitude distortion. On a high 
loss line the amplitude distortioz? will cause the HOLD tone 
(2175 Hz) to vary and the transmitter to drop out. This can be 
checked by monitoring the test point specified. If the level is 
below the amount indicated the transmitter will unkey from 
time to time. 

On tone and remote-controlled systems care must be taken 
when connecting two telephone lines in tandem (is., a base 
station and two rem&es). This would require a phone line to 
connect the station to the first remote and a second line to 
connect the second remote to the fist. The loss of each line is 
now added together and the tones From the second remote may 
not operate the base station. To avoid this possibility, low loss 
should be specified for each line, or run each line directly to the 
base station. The phone company should be consulted to 
determine which approach would be the most cost efficient, by 
requesting an analysis of non-recurring costs versus recurring 
costs over the expected length of time the circuit will be used. 

The voting system has one problem that the toneremote system 
does not have. A continuous 1955 Hz tone is put OR the line 
when the receiver is sque&&d. The SECUR-IT tone, by 
contrast, is a short burst and can be sent higher than the 
1955 Xz continuous tone. 

Remember that the 1955 Hz tone must arrive at the voting 
selector at not less than -35 dEim. For instance, by ordering a 
voice grade line and not specifying the loss the line normaIIy 
received wouldhavea 15 d3 loss at 1550 Hz. The 1955Hz loss 
will normally be 8 dB. By adding the 4 d3 long-term variation 
the worst case 1955 Hz loss would be 22 dEL It then follows 
that nothing can be sent any lower than -8 d3m. If the phone 
company will not allow a continuous tone as high as -8 dBm, 
a lower loss circuit or C-l conditioning will be required. 

When ordering phone lines for a voting system, all lines should 
be the same type with the same amount of loss in each. The 
voter includes the telephone line characteristics in its selection 
of the best signal, It is improper system design to have the 
received signal selection biased by a inferior telephone circuit. 
Many phone companies witi add pads to build out the lines. If 
requested when the phone lines are ordered, it should notcause 
problems to build them aII out to have the same loss, 

Normally, if the loss is not specified when ordering a standard 
voice grade circuit, the following will be received: 

1. 

2 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Loss at 1555 Hz: 5 to 15 d3; normaHy 15 dB 

Long-term variation: +I- 4 dB 

Amphuie distortion (frequency response) 
Referenced to 1555 Hz; f = more loss 
355 to 3555 Hz: -3 to +I2 dB 
555to2555Hz: -2to+8d3 

Noise: 31 dBrnC maximum 

Frequency translation error: +I- 5 Hz 

Normal impedance: 600 ohms 
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7. k&&U?? ~RRittedSigRd iRta theline: 
-6 dBm to -13 d3m inband three second average (the 
level arrivingatthecarrier quipmeRtcanRatbe mare 
than -13 d3m) 

&adding C-~CaRditiaRiRgyauch~gethe~assta: 
Amplitude d&a&an (frequencY response) 
Referenced to 1ooO Hz, t = mare lass 
300 to 2700 Hz: -2 to +6 d3 
1ooof.az4oofiz: -zto+3&3 

One added advantage to C-l conditioning is that the voice 
quality will be improved by boosting the high frequency com- 
ponents. 

1. Type circuiit: 
Voice grade, 2 wire tern&&ion, for radio control, and 
(tone remote system - send/receive) (voting system - 
receive 0nIy) 

2. 

3. 

4. 

~CORtiR&tyRatDX@il-ed 

Impedance: 600 ohms +/- 20% 

Loss: 
Tone remote system 
AtoneofZ~?S~issent,foraperiodof 125 
ms, and it must arrive at the base station at no 
less than -20 dBm including long-term vari- 
ation. Average voice is 10 dB below the2175 
Hz tone burst. 

Voting system 
A cantinuaus 195OHz tone is sent when tftere- 
ceiver is squelched and it must arrive at the 
VatiRg~~ectoratRaIessthan-30dBm inchtd- 
iREthe ~aRfJ-termVatii3tiOR. 

5. c-1 c.IRditiaRiRgifReeessary. @ftwaphaReliResare 
to be tied in tandem it is usually best to specify C-l 
conditioning). 

6 If more than one phone line is to be used, a block 
diagram should be provided showing locations and type 
of equipment to be used. 

MAlNl-ENANCE 

General 

Tbii station panel is designed for minimal maintenance and 
requires no special fixtures or test equipment in tfte event that 
it must be serviced in the field. To gain access ta the panel, 
open the station cabinet and the receiver/exciter door. The 
panel cam then be puIIed forward with its handle to the limit 
allowed by the pawI catch. Should you desire ta remove it from 
the station, it will be necessary to: release the pawI catch, 
remove the connecting plugs and the ground strap which is 
mechanicaIIy fastened to therearaf the cabinet. Ifpower is to 
beappliedtoIhepaneIbesuretoreferfotfie~~ematicdiagram 
for me proper terminals (51203-3 is the 13.8 Vdc INFWT and 
512304-l isrheGRUUND). Iftheprintedcircuitboardistobe 
removed from the mounting plate, disconnect the harnessses 
that are connected to the faceplate and remove the six screws. 
Refer to the TraubIesbaating Procedure (see Table of Can- 
tents) when further information an component functionality is 
desired. 

When the panel is installed in the station cabinet again, 
be sure to attach tie ground strap/retainer. If left un- 
grounded, the operator could be exposed to a serious 
shack hazard in the event of a Iightning strike ta the Iine 
parts OR m1201-I sbru 6. 

CONNECTING THE PHONE LINE(S) 

Two wire operation 

Connect the pair to T3 1201-3 aRd -4. If the remote 
ca&ral unit a& the other end is an RCNlOoO, use 13 
-3 (red) and -4 (green). 

Four wire operation 

Transmit pair (which modulates tbe transmitter) 

Connect this pair to TBI201-2 and -5. If the remote 
can?ral unit at the other end is an RCNIOOO, use 53 
-3&d) and-4 (green). 

Receive pair (which listens to the receiver) 

Connect this pair to TE3 I201 -3 and -4. If the remote 
ca~?raI unit at the other end is an RCNIOOO, use 33 
-2 (black) and -5 (yellow). 
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Ces-Qin adjustments, nated as “Factary Adjust” will not nar- 
mahy be required to be adjusted and have been sealed. Prace- 
dures far these adjustments are giverI in the se&OR belOW, 

2175 Hz Transmit Notch Fiber (Factory Adjustmenl} 

This procedure sets the 217.5 Hz Notch Fiber using 
R27andR115. 

I. Apply a loo0 Hz tone at 1 V rms to the VQWSQ Hz 
port au 51203-8. 

2. Terminate the output hneanTR12~1-3andTB12~f- 
4 with a &XI-ohm load. Calibrate vahmeter ta meas- 
ure decibels such that ihe level in Step 1; is the 0 d3 
reference. 

3. Adjust the tone in Step 1 for 2175 Hz. 

lTYizicNNOTE -1 Use frequency counter to insure that all tone inputs are at 

4. Adjust potentiometer R 115 so that the notch depth is 
at a minimum below the reference. Then adjust R27 
such that tie nafch depth is at a minimum below the 
reference. 

5. Repea& Step 4 several times and check that the depth 
is a minimum of 35 d3 below the reference. AIsa 
checklfiatthe3dBpointsareat2035Hz;tnd2325Hz. 
@ptionally,R22 andR115 may be set far a minimum 
reading at 2035 and 2325 Hz.) 

NOTE 1955 Hz Detector (Factory Adjustment) 
The audio path from V0IJSQ HI ta LIWE has deemphasis 
which causes the audio to raII affat 6 d3 per octave. This 
should be taken into account during this adjustmem pra- 
cedure in Order t0 adjust the r&h-@ to the aCtu& decibel 

RI93 sets the frequency of the 1950 Hz tone decoder 
Ul6. 

2175 Hz Receive Notch Filter (Factory Adjustment) 

R76 and R229 se& the frequency of &he 2175 receive 
nod fiber. 

1. Apply a loo0 Hz tone at 0 dBm (0.77 V rms) to 
TRKXII-3 and-4 &-wire) or T31201-2 and-5 (4 
Wire). 

2. Install a jumper from TP1 to ground (Tp3). 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Connect v&meter to TX AUDIO HI output an 
J1203-7andcahbratemetertomeasuredecibeIs such 
that rhe signal applied in Step 1 is the 0 dB reference. 

Change the signal applied in Step 1 to 2175 Hz. 

Adjust R229 until the notch depth is at a minimum 
below thereferernce. Then adjust R76 until the notch 
depth is also at a minimum below the reference. 
Repeat the two adbstments untiI the notch de@ is at 
a minimum of 45 d3 below the reference. 

6. Check f.hz& 3 d3 points are a& 2025 and 2325 Hz. 

7. Remove jumper applied in Step 2. 

2050 Hz Detector (Factory Adjustment) 

R142 sets the frequency of the 2050 Hz tone decoder 
u15. 

I. 

2. 

Remove the input to the panel. 

Using the high impedance input to the frequency 
caumer, check the frequency at pin 11 afU 15. Adjust 
RI42 far 2050 I-Is mdicafiOR an the taunter. 

2175 Hz Bandpass Fiber (Factory Adjustment) 

R I74 sets the frequency of the bandpass fiber U23. 

1. Apply a 2175 Hz tone at -6 dBm to T31201-3 and 
-4 (2-wire) or TB12#1-2 and -5 @-wire}. 

2. 

3. 

Connect vahmeter to TP5 (U23-8). 

Adjust R174 until the bandpass filter output at 
U23-8 is maximum. 

1. 
. 

2. 

Remove any input to the tone panel. 

C!aRRect the high impedance input of the frequency 
counter taUl6--II. 

3. Adjust RI93 far an indication of 1950 & on the 
fPeque~ey counter. 
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Function Tona Detectors (Faataty Adjustment) 

The fallowing procedures set the frequency of the 
functiantonede~torsloca~don &heToneExtension 
Board. 

1. Remove any line input or signal sanrce ta the tone 
panel. 

2. Adjust the applicable cantrals ta set the frequency of 
the tone detectors using the high impedanae input of 
the frequency counter per the fallowing chartc 

DETECTOR IHEASURE AT AD~USTMEMT 

1050 Hz In-11 R6 
115Ol%Iz u2-11 RI2 
1250 Hz U6-11 R36 
1350 Hz w-11 R42 
1455 Hz U3-11 R18 
1555 Hz U4-11 R24 
1655 Hz U8-11 R48 
1750 Hz U9-11 R54 
1855 Hz U5-11 R30 

REMOTE CONTROLLER TO CXNTROL STATION 
PANEL AD3USTMENTS 

Although audio levels should be considered on a 
system basis, it is appropriate to set the IeveIs of the remote 
controller and the control station panel by themselves with 
reference to the levels required by the transmission path aRd 
then connect the controller(s) and station to the path. The 
transmission path, ifit is more than just a simpIe twisted pair, 
is usually set up with a “test tone”. The “average voice” level 
is defined as being a certain number of decibels below the test 
tone. The test tone is normally the maximum Level that can be 
sent through the path without clipping ar being regulated. 
Abhoogh there is no definite agreement an the difference 
between thy %t LIle and average voice levels, 10 db is an ap- 
propriate le cl. 

InardertaaIigntheRCN1OUURemateCantraRerand 
19B234871 Contra1 Station Panel properly, it will be neces- 
sary that to have same infarmaticm on the transmission path. 
This will help to determine the levels at each end required by 
the system. Specifications needed include: 

1) Lass at 1 kHz 
2) Test tone or maximum level 
3) Average voice Ievel (if defined) 
4) Lass at 2175 Hz 

‘fhisScx%iOn CURtaiRS adjustments fOrthefOtiOWiRg 
circuitry of the system: 

RCNlOUO adjustments: 
a) Transmit Audio (Line Out) Level R&I 
b} Receive Audio (Line In) Level R43 
c> Detection Gain Level R30 
d) 2175 Hz Notch Filter R31, 

R32 

STATION PANEL adjustments: 
e) Transmit Line Input R91 
f) Remote Transmit Level R34 
g) Four Wire Intercom RI11 
h) Decoder Level Rl22 
i) Local Transmit Madulatian Level R69 
j) Local Mic to Line R28 
k) Raaeive Line Out Level R&l 
I) Repeater Audio Level R83 
m) High Pass Filter Cutaff R&2 

Prepare a modular plug ta key the PIT circuit 
and inject audio by aannaating 12-4 (PTT,I to J2- 
2 (gnd) and short lengths of wire at $2-1 (audio) 
and J2-2(gnd) fO~caRRe&aRtOfheSigna~gen- 
eratar. 

Prepare a maduhtr phtg to kXRIiRak;ind measure 
the transmitted audio by connecting a 600 ohms 
resistor across 33-3 and 33-4. 

Apply a I kHz, I volt @O ohm) signal to 32-l 
and key the PTT. This signal is the test tonelevel. 

Set the LIME OUT LEVEL, R64 at (or below, if 
desired) the test tone level permitted on the trans- 
mission path. The SECWR-IT tone will be sent 
at this level (adjust R22 if necessary). The 
SECUR-IT tone will be 10 db higher than the 
function tones. The function tones are sent at the 
average voice level. 

Remove modular plug which unkeys the PIT. 

b) hive Au&a T revel 

1) Prepare a modular ph.rg ta inject audio inta 33-3 
and 13-4 (53-2 and J3-5 in four wire option) by 
connecting short lengths of wire for connecrion 
to the signal generator. 

2} Apply a 1 kHz, 1 volt (600 ohm) signal to 33. 
This signal is the test tone level. 



3) Set LINE IN LEVELR43 and the volume control 
to maximum levels and measure the level across 
the speaker. 

4) Reduce R43 untiI the meter falls 1.0 db. 

1) PlacethemostdistantRCN1000intestmodeaud 
scud the SECUR-IT tone. 

2) Adjust DETECTION GAIN R30 on the Parallel 
option Board to fimd tie threshold point as indi- 
cated by the transmit light. 

3) Increase R30 slightly until the trausmir Ii&t 
lights steadily. 

For best operation of the notch filter it may be neces- 
sary to adjust the filter by listening to the audio or by the use of 
a selective voltmeter. The use of anon-sekxtive audio v&me- 
ter may result in a less than optimum adjustment. While 
receivinga KzHoldTone,~ternatelyadjustR3l andR32 
for the deepest notxh. 

7) 

Applya 1ooOHz(6ooohms)signalintothep~e~ 
input at T31201-3 and T31201-4 (TB1201-2 
and TB1201-5 if Four Wire Option) at the test 
tone receive level. 

PresetTRANsMITLINEBPUTR91tomaxi- 
mum. 

Connect an audio voltmeter to the panel output 
JI203-7 (high) and 31203-11 (low> with the 
panel output connected to the transmitter. 

Place SW4 in REM P-IT position. 

Adjust REMOTE TRANSMlT LEVEL R34 for 
100 millivoIts. 

Preset R9I to minimum then increase until the 
meter reads 79 miHivolts, a reduction of 2 db. 
Use 50 millivolts on tune panels before Rev. K. 

AdjustR34 to set3.Ok?& deviation. Note audio 
meter reading. 

$3) Increase R34 uutif meter reading doubles (6 db). 
In four wire uperatiou, terminate panel output 
T3120t-3andTSI201-4with600ohmsandset 
FOUR WIRE INTERCOM RI I f for the test 
tone level as measured across the resistor. 

9) Return SW4 to the NORMAL position. 

h) Mr r eve1 (Factory Adjustment) 

Line loss at 2 1% Hz may be up to 8 db more than the 
loss at 1000 I& therefore, DECODER LEVEL RI22 should 
be adjusted to the most distant RCN1000 after connection b 
the actual circuit, Use the folIowing procedure to align RI22 
in the Tohe RCNlK@‘s: 

Turn R122 to its maximum clockwise position. 

Lower R122 counterclockwise until one of the 
tones (SECUR-IT, Function or Hold) does not 
decode reliably. 

Increase RI22 slightly to give a safe margin of 
operation. 

If an osciIIoscope is available, check TP.5 to 
assure that the nearest RCNlOOO SECUR-IT 
tane is not going into squaring. Before Rev. K, 
R 122 was electicaHy aftes R9 I so each change 
of R9I required readjustment of R122, Also, 
beforeRev. K, R 149 was present and might need 
adjustment on long noisy lines. 

i) ~ T ,eveJ 

SetLOCALTX MQDLEVEL, R69, for 3 kHz peaks 
when speaking into local mic. 

1) Applya1OOOHztoneatO.lVrmstotheIocaImic 
hi input P3-2 with ground to F3-1. 

2) Place ICOM/NORM&TEST switch SW5 in 
the ICOM position. 

3) Key local microphone (or connect P3-3 to 
ground). 

4) Set LOCAL ME To LINE (R28) for the test 
tone level across the resistor between T31201-3 
and TBI201-4. 

5) Remove keying aud return SW5 to NORMAL. 
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1) Receive an RF signal from a genera&r with 
3.0 kHz of KX?O Hz deviation. 

2) Terminate panel output T31201-3 and 
TB2201-4 with a 600 ohm resistor and connect 
an audio voltmeter across the resistor. 

3) Adjust RECEIVJZ LINE OUT LEVEL R81 for 
the test tone level. 

4) Adjust REPEATER AUDIO LEVEL R83 for a 
3.0 kHz deviation on the transmitter. 

ml Ei&p~~F~ 

R82 sets the cutoff frequency of the Bier on rhe 
receiver audio such that no Channel Guard tones are heard. 

1. Disconnect the receiver from Jl203-8, 

2. Apply a loo0 Hz tone at 1 Vrms to 31203-8. 

3. Terminate TBIZOI-3 and -4 with a 500 ohm 
resistor. 

4. Place the Rem PIT/Rx Normal/W switch in the 
(2% position, 

I 

5. Connect a jumper from H28 to TP3 (ground). 

6. Connect an audio voltemter across the 600 ohm 
resistor and calibrate it such that the IeveI is 0 dB 
reference. 

7. Change the tone from loo0 Hz ” I@0 Hz at the , ’ 
same level. 

8. AdjustR82forameterreadinguf I&d3 higher. 

9. Return switch to Rx Normal, and remove 
jumper. 

10. Reconnect the receiyer to Jl203-8. 

NOTE 
Special Con&&n for MUX and CARRIER: 

* Add a pad of approximately 15 db in the connection 
bebveen the RCN output and the MUX input. It is 
common for the MUX input to have a test tone level of 
-16 db and an average voice level of -29 db. 

* Add a pad of approximately 15 db in the connection 
between the Panel output and the MUX input. 
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TROUBLESHOUTlNG PROCEDURES 

No repeat audio from “VOL/SQ HI” J 1203-8 to “TX 
AUDIO HI” on 51203-7. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

check the setting of R83 which may be misadjusted 
(the setting is low). 
Check U7A. Pin 13 should be at 10 Vdc when the 
“‘RUS”port on J12W1 is in unsquelched mode. Pins 
1 and 2 should be at 5 Vdc with the presence of ffie 
repeater audio on them. 
The ‘<REP AUDIO MUTE” port on Jl2#- I I should 
be at 10 Vdc. 
The “LOCAL PTI” port on J 1201-4 must be high (at 
least 9.5 Vdc). 
The audio filtexing amplifiers consisting ofU4D (205 
Hz notch), UK (Stage 1 High Pass), U4A (Stage 2 
High Pass) and U4B (Stage 3 High Pass) must have 
their respective outputs at 5 Vdc with the presence of 
repeater audio. 
On units that use the ‘YKHE SWITCH” option on 
51200-9 this should be at 0.8 Vdc or less in order to 
enable the “‘RUS” line. 
Check U7D. Pin 12 should be at IO Vdc when the 
“REMOTE PTT” on 11203-l is ungrounded. Fins IO 
and 11 should be at 5 Vdc with the presence of the 
repeater audio on them. 

No audio f?om “LOCAL AUDIO I-E” on P3-2 to “TX 
AUDIO KI” Jl203-7, 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Check U7C pin 6 should be at 10 Vdc when ‘ZOCAL 
FIT” port on P3-2 is low (0.3 Vde or less). Pins 8 and 
9 should be 5 Vdc with audio from the “LOCAL MIC 
HI” pa-t riding on the DC level. 
Tbepositive side of capacitor C43 shouldbe at 10 Vdc 
without any audio from the Iocal mic and will drop to 
not less than 5 Vdc with full audio from the “LOCAL 
ME HI” part. 
Check the setting of R69 wbicb may be misadjusted 
(the setting is too low). 
The summing amplifier U3A should have its output 
on pin 1 at 5 Vdc with the &al audio riding ou it.. 

Lack of audio at “TX AUDIO HI” 51203-7 from Line 
input port TB 1201-3 & 4. When in four wire configu- 
ration, Line input port is TB 1201-2 & 5. 

1. CheckthesettingofR91 “TRANSMITLINE INPUT” 
and R34 “REMOTE TRANSMIT LEVEL” as set out 
in the alignment section of this manual. 

2. Check U5D-12. It should be a& 10 Vdc when cathode 
ofD42is low andloca~PTFinputonP3-3 ishigh. Test 
point TPI can be grounded to simulate a remote PIT. 
In addition, U5D-10 and U5D-11 should be at 5 Vdc 
with line audio riding on top. 
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PROBLEM PROCEDURE 

3. U3A-I should be at 5 Vdc with line audio. 

4. U9.4 I should be at 5 Vdc with line audio. 

5. UI53-4 should be at 5 Vdc with line audio. 

6. UIOA-5 should be at 5 Vdc with line audio. 

Lack of compression on high audio input. 1. Check the setting of R91 ‘TRWSMIT LINE 
INPUT” and I134 “REMOTE TRANSMIT 
LEVEL” as set out in r&e alignment section of this 
manual. 

2. UIOC-9 should be at 5 Vdc with line audio. 

3. Check for a DC voltage across C.9 1. Check that this 
voltage increases with increased audio input. 

4. Check for a DC voltage across R165. Check that 
this voltage increases with increased audio input. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

CheckthesettingofR81 whichmaybemisadjusted 
(the setting is too low). 
cheek WA. Pm 13 should be at 15 Vdc when 
“RUS” port on 51254-11 is in the unsquelched 
mode. pins 1 and 2 shouldbe at 5 Vdc with repeater 
audio riding on the DC level, 
The notch filter/combiner circuit U2 should have 
its outjmt on pin 5 at 5 Vdc with the receive audio 
on it. 

No audio from ‘ZOCAL MIC HI” on P3-2 to the “LINE= 
ports on TB1251-3 and 4. 

1. Check the setting ofR28 which maybe misadjusted 
(the setting is too low). 

2. Check U5. Pin 5 should be at 15 Vdc when the 
“LOCAL PTT’ port on P3-3 is activated. 

3. The notch F&er/combmer circuit U2 should have 
its output on pin 1 at 5 Vdc with the local audio 
riding on it. 
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No control tones from the “LINE” TR1251-3 and 4 to 
2175 Hz bandpass filter UZ3. when in &wire configa- 
tion no contrd tones from the “LINE” TB1201-2 and 5 
to 2175 Hz bandpass filter U23. 

1, 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Cheek the setting of RI22 which may be misadjusted 
(the setting is too Iow). 
The 2175 Hz bandpass filter U23 should have output 
on TP5 at 5 Vdc with the controllers 2175 SECUR-IT 
tone riding au top of it. 
Cheek the setting of RI?4 which may be,misadjusted 
(the seuing is not tuned to 2175 Hz) and the filter will 
not pass the SECUR-IT tone. 
The + 15 dB detector comparatur U26A should have its 
output on pin 1 low (less than 5.8 Vdc) when there is 
noSECUR-ITtone. Inthepresenceof+IOdB 2175Hz 
the output shotrId go high @eater tiuxn 9.5 Vdc). 
The validation onsshotU29A output on pin 7 will go 
Iow for 155 ms then return high when an uninterrupted 
SECUR-IT tone at +I5 dB is detected. 
The AND gate, U22C output on pin 8 will be low 
during idle and vaMatien times. The output will go 
high and remain high as ?.ong as the SECUR-IT tone at 
clUdB is present on the line and has passed validation. 
The function tone one-shot U29B output on pin 15 wiII 
put out a 150 ms positive p&e upon camp&ion of 
validation, which allows the function tones t5 be ap- 
plied to the decoders via analog gate U2 f A. 
The analog gate U2lA wiU pass the function tones 
when the control au pm I3 is tigh @eater than 9.5 
Vdc). 

No +I5 Vdc on the “EXTERNAL 10 Vde” ports 
31251-l or 51253-4. 

1. 

2. 

Check the input power source on 51203-3 for +13.8 
Vdc. 

Check the input to the voltage regulator Ul8 for 13.8 
Vdc-25%. 

3, Check the output from the regulator for +I5 Vdc. 

No + 15 Vdc for the internal requirements and on 
Jl254-15. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Check the input power source on JI253-3 for i-13.8 
Vdc. 
Check the input to the voltage regulator U35 for -t-13.8 
Vdc -25%. 
Check the output from the regulator for +I0 Vdc. 
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No + 5 Vdc for the internal references and logic circuits. 1. Check the input to U3 1 for + 15 Vdc. 

2. Check the output from the regulator for +5 Vdc. 

Not the proper voltage on the “TX OCS CNTRQL” at 
31204-5, or at improper time. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

Check Q14-E for 15 Vdc. It not present check U35 
as in paragraph above. 
Check QI3-E. It must be low for QM to be on. 
Schmitt trigger delay circuit comprised of UI 30 
and Ul3E is not functioning properly. The input 
on LTI3D-9 goes low when the CG circuits decode 
a P’l’T. This causes the output on U13A-2 to go 
high 20 milliieconds after the input transition. The 
high on pin 2 tnms on 413 which in turn turns on 
414. 

The “ANT RELAY” on 51251-3 will not puti in the tram+ 
miner reIay. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

If the TX LED, D35, is illuminated then the output 
line between the panel and the transmitter is open 
or the antenna relay is bad. (See the repeater main- 
tenance manual for details). 
The output From U13B pin 4 should go high (at 
least 6 Vdc) when the PIT is activated. This will 
happen at the same time that the CC circuits de- 
coder feeds the input on UI3F pin 13. When the 
PTT is released the output on pin 4 will be delayed 
on For 25 ms in order to reduce the arcing across the 
contacts when the transmitter shuts OFF. 
Check the position of jumper Hl, H2, H3 and H4 
for proper placement. See the schematic diagram 
for placement chart. 

MASTER TIMER I312 will not function properly. 1. 

2. 

3. 

Check therepeaterdisable jumper I-T14 to H15. It 
must be present. 
The input trigger to U143 is the falling edge of the 
RUSOS which causes a reset to be applied to the 
input of the master timer UI 2. The output from pin 
8 should go high (at least 9.5 Vdc) at this time and 
remain high for the entire cycle time. ‘Be high 
time is controlled by the jumpers on H5-HI5 and 
H16 to H17 (refer to schematic For listing). 
Check U25A and U25D. The input on pin 1 should 
go high and the input on pin 6 to go low and the 
other input on pin 5 whould be low. This causes the 
output OR pin 4 to be high which turns on transistor 
422. When f.he selector switch SW5 is in the 
“‘NORMAL” positiou then diode D33 will he for- 
ward biased and the PTT sequence begins. 
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PROBLEM PROCEDURE 

DKPOUT ‘TIMER U14A will not function properly. 1. 

2. 

Check the jumpers Hlg-H21 for the proper connec- 
tion. 
On the rising edge of RUSOS the timer U14A will 
trigger and the output on pin 6 will go high if the clear 
is low on pin 3, The clear is contr&ed by the master 
timer via U2OD. The output is summed by diode Dl 1 
to the drive transistor 422, This transistor will s&rt the 
PTT functionwhenswitchSW5isinthe’T+ORMAL” 
operating position. 

“‘RX MU?32 1” on J1201-2 doesn’t work properly. 1. 
2. 

Jumper HI2 to H13 installed for CG equipped radios. 
When the ‘CC DECODE OUTPUT” on 51201-11 
goes low (less than 5.8 Vdc) transistor 417 turns off 
and its collector goes high. This turns on transisfor 
Ql9 which causes the number one receiver to mute. In 
addition to this, diode D38 is forward biased which 
canses the analog gate U7A to shut off, disabling 
receiver audio to the line. 

The Channel Guard doesn’t work properly and doesn’t 
provide correct control fin-&ion. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Check the incoming tone level on test point TP2 to 
ensure the tone levels and proper Frequency (2050 
Hz} is king received. 
Check the outpnt of the 2050 Hz detector vl5 on pin 
6. This should go high (greater than 9.5 Vdc) when the 
CG function is generated at the remote contraIler. 
Check the setting of potentiometer RI42 which may 
be misadjusted (the frequency is not proper). 
The CG flip-flop II243 output should go high (greater 
fhan 9.5 Vdc) when set input on pin 6 goes high. This 
should tnrn on tmnsistor 420 which pnlls theoutput on 
51201-S low (less than 0.3 Vdc). 
The CG flip-flop should be reset when the PIT from 
U13F goes high, or when the power up one-shot U28B 
output on pin 10 goes high, or when the operator 
moves the selector switch, SW5 into the “TEST 
position. 

Transmit Freq 1 doesn’t work properly and doesn’t pro- 
vide the correct control function. 

1. 

2. 

Check the incoming tone level on test point TP2 to 
ensure the tone levels and proper frequency (1450 Hz) 
is being received. 
Check the output of the 1950 Hz detector U16 on pin 
6. This should go high (greater than 9.5 Vdc) when the 
TX1 function is generated at the remote controller, 
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PROBLEM PROCEDURE 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Check the setting of potentiometer RI93 which may 
be misadjusted (the frequency is not proper). 
The function Flip-Flop U24A output on pin 2 should 
go high (greater than 9.5 Vdc) when the set input pin 
6 goes high. This in turn applies a logic one to the 
input of the AND gate U22A pin 1. The other input 
comes from the set input and requires that the detec- 
tion of the function tone disappear before the Hold 
tone can he applied to the -25 dB detector. 
The transmit flip-flop should be reset when the 
-25 dB comparator U26B output on pin 7 goes low 
and triggers the one-shot U28A and causes its out- 
put on pin 6 to go high. Or when the power up one- 
shot U’XB output pin 15 goes high. Or when the 
operator moves &he selector switch SW5 into the 
‘TEST” position. 
The collector on the output transistor 421 should go 
low (less than 5.3 Vdc), which is connected to 
51253-l when thepanel decodesaremo&ePTTFunc- 
don. 
This remote PIT forward biases diode D3 1 which 
causes the repeater timer control circuit to operated 
via jumper selection to Hl -HZ. 

The panel powers up with control Function selected 1. 

2. 

The power on reset one-shot U283 should send out 
a 155 ms positive pulse on initial application of 
+13.8Vdc tothepanel. Thispulsecanbeexamined 
at pin IO. And OR gate U27D output on pin 15 
should have the same positive present on it. This 
high level should cause the OR gates U2?B and 
U27C to go high on their respective outputs on pins 
4 and 11. The outputs, in turn cause the flip-flops 
U24B and U24A to go to a reset state in which r&r 
respective outputs on pins 9 and 2 go low (less than 
5.8 Vdc). 
The selector switch S W5 when in the ‘TESI”’ posi- 
tionandserminalslAand1Dmakecontact,ORgate 
U27D output on pin 15 should go high (greater than 
9.5 Vdc). This high level should cause the OR gates 
U273 and U27C to go high au their respective 
outputs on pins 4 and 11. These outputs in turn cause 
the flip-Flops U24B and U24A to go to a reset state 
in which their respective outputs on pins 9 and 2 go 
low (less than 5.8 Vdc). 



ToME EXTENTION BOARD (-0173) 

No +5 Vdc for the decoder references and logic circuits. 1. Check the input on PI-3 for +S Vdc. 
2. If the Battery Backup Option is installed, cheek the 

battery and charging circuit comprised of II?, D8, and 
R7U. 

The panel powers up with coutro~ function seb%d. 1. 

2. 

The power reset one-shot should send out a 100 
mSee positive pulse upon initial application of+I3.8 
Vdc to the panel. This pulse can be examined at PI -5. 
This causes flip-flops UIO thru UI2 to go to a reset 
state in which theirrespective outputsgo low (less than 
0.8 Vdc). 
When the Battery Backup Option is installed, flip- 
fIops UlU t&u U12 remain in their last decoded 
position and thus will c5me up in a function decoded 
state. Make sure the jumper H15 to HIS is removed 
when battery BZ is installed. 

The panel will not decode the function tones. 1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Check the +S Vdc on PI-3, Pl-4. 
Check the +I0 Vdc on PI-l, PI-2. 
Check the signal level on Pl-8 to make sure a level of 
800 mV p-p is present during a function tine decode. 
Check the alignment of the function tine decoders U1- 
U9 according to the procedure outline in the MAIN- 
TENANCE SECTION of this manual. 
Check tie PROMS Ul3 tbru MS to ensure the proper 
code is instibd witbin them. 
~heckthevoltageinpin 16oFU10,Ull andU12when 
the Battery Backup Option is instaIIed, it should be at 
least 4.4 vdc. 
Refer to t.heToneExtension Road Maps in this manual 
for greater detail. 
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RUNS ON SOLDER SIDE 

RUNS ON BOTH SIDES 

RUNS ON COMPONENT SIDE 

OUTLINE DIAGRAM LB131 853 

(Qw-0172, Silkscresn, Rev. G.) 
(QOO-0172, colauonent Side, Rev. 6.1 

(~00-0172, solda Side, Rev. 6.1 

Tone Remote or Rernote/Rep13ater Eloard 



ADJUSTMENT LOCATION LBC31853 

R69 

LOCAL TX MODULATION LEVEL 

R34 

REMOTE TRANSMIT LEVEL 1 

R81 
RECEiVE LINE OUTPUT 

R82* 

r 

HIGH PASS CUTOFF 

*RI15 
2175Hz TX NOTCH 

*R27 
2175Hz TX NOTCH 

RI11 
4 WIRE lNTERCOM 

LOCAL MIC TO LINE 

R91 
TRANSMIT LINE INPUT 

*R76 
2175Hz RX NOTCH 

*R229 I 
2175Hz RX NOTCH 

*RI22 
J 

DECODER LEVEL - 

R142* 
205OHz 

R193* 
1950Hz 

1): -FACTORY ADJUST 

L R83 L R174* 

REPEATER AUDIO LEVEL 2 175Hz BANDPASS 

Tane Remote or Remote Repeater Board I 

(4168-P-01, Rev. K) 



UUTUNE DIAGRAM Lf3f3-f 853 

RUNS ON SOLDER SK3E 

H SiDES 

RUNS ON COMPONENT StDE 



L , 

ADJUSTMENT LOCATION LBf-31853 

IOSOHz ADJUST 

115OHz ADJUST 

ow 

(RI 2) 

1450~2 ADJUST (~18) 

155OHz ADJUST (R24) 

- 

-3 

NOTE: 

ALL ADJUSTMENTS FACTORY SET ONLY 

(4170~P-OL, P&V. 8.) 

1850Hz ADJUST (RJO) 

1250Hz ADJUST (R36) 

1350Hz ADJUST 

165OHz ADJUST 

1750Hz ADJUST 

R42) 

R48) 

w4 

Tone Extensbn Board 
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EXPLANATION OF DIAGRAMS AND ROAD-MAPS 

General 

Tone Panels 193234871PSl through P74 provide a family of 
functions as set out in Table 1. Since there are 24 different 
versions it is appropriate to provide one set of drawings in this 
manuai insread of 24 sets. There are two printed circuit boards 
one fa each panel (except P5 I and P52 which only have the 
main Pa). 

M&R Board 

The main board, number -0172, contains most of the audio 
circuitry and power supplies, A five page schematic diagram 
(4168-S-01 through 05) covers all of the variations of this 
board. As a general rule, this board varies in leaving certain 
functions out: 

Ifthepanelisforremote,on~~thetimercircuits~12,U14 
and their associated parts on 4 168-S-02) are not present. 

There are a few other component or wiring differences between 
the different panels. 

Tone Extension Board 

The tine extension board, number -0173, contains the tone 
deta~~rs (except 1950 Hz and 2050 I-% which are on the main 
board) applicable for any particular panel 133234871P53 
&rough PX. Alsocontained are one, two, or three PROMsand 
latches to interpret the signals from the decode= and output the 
correct functions to the base station. 

A one page schematic diagram, 41’TO-S-00, applies to aH 
twenty two variations of this PCB. To assist in understanding 
and troubleshooting this board, twenty two “toad-maps” have 
been prepared. Each road-map shows what decoders, which 
PRUMs, and which latches arepresent for &at par&&r panel. 
Also shown on the road-map is an abbreviated description of 
the signal flow for each tone/function on that panel. 

PZote that the PROMS (U13, U14, and U15) are generaiIy 
unique for each panel, and are therefore usually not interchan- 
gable between panels of different part numbers. 

REV. K (Ecu-46-15 & 16) 

Extensive changes have been made to the 193234871P51-74 
stationpanelsby Revision K. It isnotpraeticaltoupgradethese 
prior revision panels to Revision K. These panels were 
covered by maintenance manual LBI-3 1853D and it is not the 
intent to cover them in this manual. 

REV. L @CO--46 18) 
Change RX3 from 120X to K@K (J19/3 12-ooO3) 
Change R220 from 20K to 4-K (J19/312-0040) 

To allow a lower minimum setting on RS3 
“RPTR AUDIO LEVEL”. 

Remove jumper from H62 to H63. 
Removes ground from “TX AUDIO Lo” 
(3 1203-I 1) to din&ate possible ground 
loop path. 

On PART 72 ONLY 
-0173 Extension Board 

Cut trace going to U12-5 
(component side) 
Comea UI2-5 to Ul l-5 

To disable scan function 
while in test mode. 

Add R237 1M from U253-5 to 10 VDC (519/312- 
0047) 

To make U253 circuit less sensitive to 
device date codes. 

REV M. (Ec!O-46-21) 

ChangeR169 from 1.13K to 3.0X @19/311-3011) 
Change RI72 from 1.13K to 3.01K (319/311-3011) 

To improve keying PTT operation at 
temperatnre extremes. 

REV. N (ECO-46~23) 

Removed W5,76,7?, 78 and 81. Added D28, IX51 
and D52 to jumper chart. 
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SCHEMA-UC DIAGRAM LB1;31853 
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM LBI-31853 
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM LBC31853 

RI69 
301K 

7%x 

1oyc 1Oyc lop 
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SCHEMAYE DIAGRAM LBI-31853 

I l/4 1/a 
74cQ6 74aJa I 

~-J&j)@- J-Ej)q 
I I 
I U7B u19c 

l/4 co4066 l/6 74a4 I 5 3 4 
1 * 

w 1 
U19D 

l/6 74cl4 
I 

I u21c 
l/4 m4066 w I 

6 

-l?zl- 
6 0 

U21D 
l/4 M4cw 

U19E 
l/6 74cl4 

w 

U19F 
l/6 74cl* 

w 

I 38o SM 280 SW3 I 
I 3C-;u x-m 300 300 I 

I 
Cl19 lm2ul-I,6 
D47 U6 
Jl2Do-12 

L 
Jl202-4 if7 

I 
512%6,B.l2 

-I 11111----~ 

JUMPER CHART FOR P51 THRU P82 TONE PANELS 
X-i?i~~ 

USE VMS LISTED 
FOf7 UNE CCUPENSAllON 

-- r -7 LAST USED 

I Cl22 R237 
D52 SC2 I 

I H68 f5Wfi 

$3 :5 I 
I, u3’ -J -- 

TABLE 1 

REPEATER MASER TIMER CHART 

TABE 2 

REPEATER DROPOUT 
‘TIMER CHART 

JUMPER NUMElERS IS% SEC IOSEC 

HlB TO H19 x 
H20 TO HZ1 x x 

NOTES: 

~ AlA JJMPEX PmlNONS IN E;MurAl?c 5Hms l-4 
~mYTolHEmfEPANaPARTMO.P5ZlTls 
'USlNGA3WMJlEMAQRRllMRA3SECCND 

oftoPoiJT mm. AND NONE OF ME once 

(4168-5-07. Rev. N.) 

Tone Repeater Panel 
Jumper Chart 

Sheet 5 
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I. RI-R1 853 PARTS LIST 

WMGul 

Cl 
P”6 
c2 
c3 
CI 
C6 
Cb 
c7 
a 
en8 
CP 
Cl0 
Cl1 

Cl1 

Cl4 

Cl1 

Cl6 

Cl, 

Cl6 
thr” 
CZL 

C2I 

5% 

CT44 

cw 

C76 

c27 

ca 

c19 

:;;: 

c31 

ma 
the” 
C3b 

037 

ma 

CJ9 

c40 

041 

CPZ 

C43 

C44 

c45 

C4b 

c41 

zz 

c49 

WI 

C5, 

c51 

c53 

c44 

c55 

C5b 

CoMpor iTED OR CHANGED BY PRODUCTION CHANGE5 L 

SWGOL 

J.. 

EPARTNO. 

JlWfbl-0001 

31SV>b2-PO01 

319/39P-0012 

319,162~0014 

319,362~0002 

319/362-PO01 

31¶/360-0007 

,719/190-81112 

319/362-0006 

s19/390-0012 

319,362~0001 

319/36*bao1 

519/362-5354 

319,362-0001 

519/361-0001 

319,362"0016 

S19/362-PO01 

319,360-0007 

.719,390-0005 

519,360”2686 

319,362-a006 

319,362-wJO1 

319/39C-0002 

319/362-b.303 

319,39*4032 

319/362-000, 

319/39b-0012 

319/362-0001 

319,390~0012 

319,362-PW 

319/360-0001 

519/362-PO06 

319,36b”bbb2 

LJ19/390-0032 

310,39P"MJ10 

319,362~0006 

319,39P-PO12 

I 

0 
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eE PART HO. DESGRIPTIUN 



L ---- 
J 
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XD OR CHANGED BY PRODUCTION CHANGE 



GE PART Ho. 



1 * 

. . 

LBI31853 

When the Tone Extension Board is used in Tone Remote or Remotaepeater Panels 19B234887553@?4, the jumpers must be 
instakd in the Tone Extension Board as indicated in Table 4. 

PANEL NUMBERS HI 
PL19B234871 TO 

x2 

P53 

P54 

I55 X 

P56 X 

PI57 

I’58 

P59 

P50 

P61 

Ipa X 

P63 

P64 

Pa 

P66 

Pi57 

Pa 

P69 

Pm 

ml 

P72 

P73 

w4 

X? 
TO 
x4 

X 

X 

X 

;TuMpERS 
x5 x7 H9 x11 
TO TO TO TO 
H6 x8 x10 x12 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

TABLE 4 - TONE EXTENSION BOARD JUMPERS CHART 

H13 x15 
To TO 
H14 X16 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x x 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
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GE PART ttll. 
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CI 
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LM-31853 

Tone Extention Board “Road Map” 

Panel 19B234871PS3 

This panel provides for remote operation of a two fkequency transmit - two fluency receive station. 

Release 

Q2 

Kigh 

Pl-9 U16 
(main) 

u13 mu 43 PI-11 
(AUtoU1&05) (reset A4 to 01 & 06) 

Decode Prom Latch Operate LOW Re?.ease High 

u5 
i > 

u13 iJl0 
(Al ta 02 &r US) 

42 PI-9 43 Pl-11 

j&eke FI 1750 & (reset mode) 

Decode Prom Lat& LOW Release High 

u9 u13 mu 
(A2tf303&08) 

Ql R-16 
(reset A4 SO 03 & 08) 

Q4 Pl-15 

U8 44 Pl-15 Pl-16 

This panel provides forremoteoperation of a two fke+ency transmit - two frequency receive station with ChannelGuardMani~r.onitor. 



et bv Push - - to T&Q 
.’ 

CGh&&&g&& 

Decode Latch 

U15 w243 
WW (main) 

t Fl 1950 & (reset mode) 

Decode From Latch 

IJIB u13 mu 
(main) (AOtOUl&U@ 

Decode Prom Latch 

u5 Ul? UlU 
(Al to 02 22 05) 

Receive Fl 1750 & (reset mode) 

Decode Prom Latch 

u9 u13 UlO 
(A2toU3&08) 

@ceivc $2 I650 & 

Decode Prom Latch 

U8 u13 mu 
(A3tou4&07) 

LOW 

Operate LOW 

43 PI-11 
{reset A4toU18iC36) 

operate 

42 

LOW 

Pl-9 

Operate LOW 

Ql Pl-16 
(reset A4 to 03 & 08) 

Release 

Release 

43 

Release High 

44 PI-15 

Release 

Ql 

High 

Pl-9 

High 

PI-11 

High 

Pl-16 

Panel 1932G871P55 

This panel provides for remote operation of a four frequency transmit - receive station. 
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Decode 

(reset mode) 

Prom Latch Opera@ 

u14 Ull 43 
(AOtoU1&U4&U6&Uo8) 
(reset A4 to U1& 04 & 06 & 08) 

LOW 

Pl-11 

Prom Latch Operate LOW 

u14 Ull 
(Al to 02 & U?& 06 & 08) 

Pl-9 

Prom latch Operate LOW 

u14 Ull Ql 51214-9&4 
@2to02&U4&05&U8) 

Prom Latch Operate LOW 

u14 Ull 44 3121~6&8 
(A3to02&04&U6&U7) 

High 

Pl-9 
31214-g&4 
31214-6&g 

High 

PI-11 
31214-9&4 
51214-6&g 

High 

Pl-11 
PI-9 
11214-6&g 

High 

PI-1 1 
Pl-9 
51214-g&4 

Panel 19323487lP56 

This panel provides for remote operation of a four frequency transmit - receive station with Channel Guard Monitor. 

tbvPu&&&&) 

Operate 



. I 

. 

Fl 195oI-k 

Decode 

Wf6 
(main) 

F2 1850 J& 

Decode 

u5 

F4 1250 I& 

Decode 

US 

(reset mode) 

Prom La&h oeerate 

u14 Ull 43 
(AOtaUl &U4&06&08) 
(resetA4toUl &U4&U6&U8) 

Prom Latch Operate 

u14 Ull Q2 
(AltoU2&03&06&U8) 

Prom Latch Operate 

In4 Ull 44 
(A3to02hO4&06&07) 

Low 

PI-11 

Low 

PI-9 

Low 

51214-9&4 

Low 

J1214-6&8 

Release 

g 
44 

Release 

43 

:: 

Release 

43 
Q2 
44 

Release 

43 

g 

High 

Pl-9 
51214-g&4 
J1214-6&8 

High 

PI-11 
31214-g&4 
11214-6&8 

High 

R-11 
PI-9 
J1214-6&8 

High 

Pl-11 
PI-9 
X1214-9&4 

This panel provides for remote/repeater operation of a one frequency station with Repeat Disable. 

Decode Prom Latch Uperate LOW Release High 

u4 U15 u12 PI-? 
(A0 to 02) $iet A4 to 02) 
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Decode Prom Latch LOW Release High 

u3 u15 U12 Q6 Pl-7 
(Al to 01) 

Panel 193234871P58 

This panel provides for remote/repeater operation of a one frequency station with Repeat Disable and Channel Guard Monitor. 

Latch Operate 

UlS 
(main) 

U243 
(main) 

Q20 
(main) 

J&gg&&& 1550 & (reset mode) 

DtXode 

U4 

Prom 

I-J15 
(A0 to 02) 

1450 ffi 

latch Operate 

U12 Q6 
(reset A4 to 02) 

LOW 

H2#1-5 
(main) 

Low 

PI-7 

Rekase High 

Decode 

TJ3 

Prom 

UlS 
(Al 1~01) 

Latch 

U12 

LOW 

PI-7 

Release High 

Panel 193234871P59 

This panel provides for remote/repeater operation of a one tiequency station with Channel Guard On-off, and Channel Guard 
Monitor. 
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etbvPu& - - to Tr&j 

trl5 
(main) 

31201-5 
(main) 

Decode Prom Latch Operate LOW 

u4 u12 
(reset A4 to 04) 

Decode Prom Latch 

u3 U15 u12 47 Pl-14 
(AI to 03) 

Release 

47 

High 

PI-14 

Release High 

Panel 19B23487 1 P60 

DESCWPTIUN 

This panel provides for remotelrepeater operation of a one frequency station with Rep&Enable-Disable, #anneI Guard On-Off, 
and Channel Guard Monitor. 

bv Push-to-T&) 

DcCode Latch operate LOW 

XI15 
(main) 

U24B 
(main} 

Q20 
(main) 

51201-S 
(main) 

Decode Prom Latch Uperate 

u4 XI15 u12 
(A0 to 04) (reset A4 to 04) 

Release 

47 

High 

PI-14 
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Channel Guard Disable 1450 Hz 

‘CT15 U12 47 PI-14 
(Al to 03) 

j&eater Enable I I50 Hz (reset mode) 

u2 u15 u12 
(A2 to 02) (reset A4 to U2) 

Release High 

Release 

Qs 

High 

Pl-7 

J&Dearer Disable 1050 Hz 

Decode Prom Latch IAW Release High 

Ul u15 u12 46 H-7 
@x3 El 01) 

Panel 193234871P61 

DESCFXPTIUN 

This panel protides for remote operation of a two frequency transmit - two frequency receive station with Channel Guard On-Off, 
and Channel Guard Monitor. 

$X.+ Enable {reset bv Push-to-Talk\ 

u15 
(main) 

U24B 
(main) 

Q20 
{main) 

LOW 

31201-5 
{main) 

Transmit FI 1950 H% (reset mode) 

Prom Latch Uperate LOW Release High 

Ul6 
(main) 

u13 UlO 
(AUtoU1&06) 

43 Pl-11 
(reset A4 to 01 & 06) 

42 PI-9 

Transmit ??2 1850 Hz 

Decode 

us 

Prom Latch 

u13 I.00 
(Al toU2&05) 

LOW 

PI-9 

Release 

Q3 

High 

PI-11 

. . . 
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, 1 

. 

LBI-31853 

Receive Fl 1750 Hz (reset mode> 

Decode Prom Latch Operate Low Release High 

Decode Prom Latch operate LOW 

nel Guard Enable 1550 Hz (reset mode) 

Decode Prom Latch Operate Low 

I.74 tT15 
(A0 to U4) 

u12 
(reset A4 to 04) 

channel Guard Disable 1450 Hq 

Decode Prom Latch Operate Low 

u3 U15 u12 Q7 PI-14 
(Al to 03) 

Release 

Ql 

High 

Pl-16 

Release 

47 

High 

Pl-14 

Release High 

Panel 198234871P62 

DESCRIPTIUN 

This panel provides for remote operation of a four frequency transmit -receive station with Channel Guard On-Off, and Channel 
Guard Monitor. 

FUNCTIONS 

Lafch 

U243 
<main) 

Operate 

420 
(main) 

LOW 

.31201-5 
(main) 



Fl 19% Ek 

Decode 

U16 
(main) 

n 1850 I& 

Decode 

t-5 

F4 1250 H& 

Deco&5 * 

LJ6 

(reset mode) 

Prom Latch opera& 

u14 Ull Q3 
(AQtoOl &#&CS&q8) 
(resetA4toOlhCJ4&U6&U8) 

Prom Latch 

u14 Ull w 
(Al toO2&03&06&U8) 

Latch 

u14 Ull Ql 
(A2to02&04&05&08) 

LOW 

Pl-11 

LOW 

PI-9 

LOW 

J1214-9&4 

LOW 

31214-6&3 

!iTlx.mnel Guard Enable 1550 Hz (reset mode) 

DeCOde Prom Latch operate LOW 

u4 U15 u12 
(AU to 04) @set A4 to 04) 

Channel Guard 1450 % 

Decode 

u3 

Prom Latch operate LOW 

U15 u12 47 PI-14 
(Al to 03) 

Presence of RI without UI puts UlS-13 always high 
Presence of R7 without U2 puts U15-12 always high 

Release 

g 
44 

High 

PI-9 
Jl214-9&4 
312X4-6&8 

Release 

g 
44 

High 

Pl-11 
31214-g&4 
Jl214-6&8 

Release High 

43 Pl-11 
Q2 Pl-9 
44 51214-6&B 

Release 

g 
Ql 

High 

Pl-11 
PI-9 
31214-9&4 

Release High 

N-14 

7-i 



Tone Extention Board “Road Map” 

Panel 193234871P63 

DESCRIPTION 

This panel provides for remo&repeater operation of a one frequency station with AtTx 1 On-Off. 

AWX 1 Off 1250 & (reset mode} 

Decode Prom rafdl Operate 

LI6 u14 Ull 
(A3 to 06) (reset A4 to U6) 

Decode Prom Latch Operate 

Presence of R25 without US puts U14-11 always high 

Low 

Low 

Release 

QS&Kl 

High 

Release High 

Panel 19B23487lP64 

DESCRWXIN 

This panel provides for remok/repeater operation of a one frequency station with AUX 1 On-Off, and Channel Guard Monitor. 

$33 Enable (reset bv Push-to-T&i 

Decode Latch Operate 

TX5 
(main) 

U243 Q20 31201-5 
(main) (main) (main) 

+WX 1 Off 1250 H& (reset mode) 

Decode Prom La&h Operate 

trg u14 
(A3 to 06) 

TX1 
{reset A4 to 06) 

Low 

Low Release 

Q5&Kl 

High 

72 



Decode Prom Latch Operate 

u7 u14 IIll Q582KI 
(A2tiU5)’ 

ZQesence ofR25 without U5 puts UN-1 1 always high 

LOW Release High 

Panel 19B234871P65 

i D~SCRETIUN 

This panel provides for remote operation of a two frequency transmit - two frequency receive station with ATJX-I On-Off. 

t Fl 1950 (reset mode} 

Decode Prom Latch 

Ul6 U13 UlO 
(main) (AOtoOl &O@ 

Decode Prom 

we Fl 1750 & (reset mode) 

Decode Prom Latch 

Decode Prom Lad-5 

U8 U13 UlO 
&k3toU4&U7) 

-I {reset mode) 

Decode Prom Latch 

Operate LOW 

43 Pl-11 
(reset A4 to 018~ 06) 

Operate LOW 

42 PI-9 

Release 

42 

High 

Pl-9 

Release 

Q3 

High 

PI-l 1 

Operate LOW Release High 

Ul4 
(A3 to 06) 

Ull 
(reset A4 to 06) 

Operate 

44 

LOW 

Pl-15 

Release 

Ql 

High 

PI-16 

LOW Release 

Q5&Kl 

High 



1 

, 1 

u7 u14 Ull Q5&Kl 
(A2r.005) 

Release 

42 

High 

PI-9 

Release High 

43 PI-11 



Decode Prom Latch operate 

AUX 1 Off 1250 (reset mode) 

Decode Prom Latch Operate 

LOW 

PI-15 

Release 

Ql 

High 

PI-16 

LOW Release High 

U6 u14 Ull 
wmw {reset A4 to 09 

Decode Prom Latch LOW Release High 

Panel 193234871P67 

This panel provides for remotefrepeater operation of a one frequency station with Repeat Enable-Disable, and AUX- 1 On-Off. 

m 1550 fla (reset mode} 

Decode Prom Latch Operate LOW 

u4 I315 u12 
(A0 to 02) (reset A4 to 02) 

Prom Latch Upewe 

AIJX 1 UfF 1250 Hz (reset mode) 

Decode Prom Latch operate 

LOW 

PI-7 

Low 

Release 

Q6 

High 

Pl-7 

Release High 

Release 

Q5&Kl 

High 

75 



Decode Prom Latch Operate Low Release High 

u7 Ul4 UIl Q5&Kl 
(A2 to 05) 

Presence of I?25 without II5 puts U14-11 always high 

Panel 19B234871P68 

This panel provides for remote/repeater operation of a one frequency station with Repeat Enable-Disable, AUX- 1 On-Off, and 
Channel Guard Monibr. 

Decode Latch Operate Low 

UlS 
(main) 

U243 420 32201-5 
(main) (main) (main) 

l@&gdTwl& 1550 ffi, (reset mode) 

Decode Prom Latch Operate LOW 

uz5 
(A0 to 02) 

u12 
(reset A4 to 02) 

D&e Prom Upfmte 

AUX 1 Off 1250 I& (reset mode} 

Decode Prom latch Operate LOW 

US U14 Ull 
@at009 (reset A4 to 06) 

Release 

Q6 

High 

Pl-7 

Release High 

Release 

QS&Kl 

High 



L f  

. 

Decode Prom Latch Operate LOW Release High 

U? U14 ml Q5&KI 
(A2toU5) 

Presence of R25 without U5 puts U14-11 always high 

Panel 19B234871P69 

This panel provides for remote/repeater operation of a one frequenq staticm with Ctinel Guard &-Off, AT-X-1 On-Off, and 
Channel Guard Monitor. 

Decode Latch 

P (reset mode) 

Decode Latch 

U4 u12 
(reset A4 to 04) 

Demde Prom Latch operate 

U3 U15 ui2 47 
(AI to 03) 

U6 Ul4 
(A3 to 05) 

Ull 
&set A4 to 06) 

LOW 

Low 

Pl-14 

LOW 

Release High 

47 PI-14 

Rekase High 

Release 

Q5&Kl 

High 

77 



Decode PrOm Latch Operate Low 

Presence of R2S without US puts U14-11 always high 

Release High 

Panel 19B234871P70 

This panel provides for remofekpeater operation of a one frequency station with Repeat Enable-Disable, Cha~lneI Gnard On-Off, 
AUX-1 On-Off, and Channel Guard Monitor. 

DCXodt: Latch Operate 

Decade 

u4 

Prom 

m5 
(A0 to 04) 

Latch Operate 

u12 
(reset A4 to #} 

Decode Prom La&h Operate 

T33 u25 u12 Q7 
(Al to 03) 

&Q&Z&&&&& {reset mode) 

Decode Pram Latch operate 

u2 u15 
(A2 to 02) 

U12 
(reset A4 to 02) 

Low 

31201-5 
0-W 

Low 

LOW 

m-14 

LOW 

High 

Pl-14 

Release High 

Release 

Q6 

High 

Pl-7 



Decode 

ALJX 1 Off 12% Hz (reset mode) 

Operate 

46 

LOW 

Pl-7 

Decode Prom Latch Operate LOW 

U6 u14 U11 
(~~06) (reset A4 to 06) 

Rekase High 

Release 

Q5&Kl 

High 

Uperate LOW Rekase High 

Presence of R25 without U5 puts U14-11 always high 

Panel 193234871P71 

This panel provides for remote operation of a two frequency transmit - two frequency receive statkm with Channel Guard On-Off, 
AUX 1 On-Off, and Channel Guard Monitor. 
l!JUlKXONS 

wet hv Push _ - to T&J 

Decode Latch Operate LOW 

Bansmit Fl 1950 Hz (reset mode} 

Decode Prom Latch LOW Release High 

U16 
(main> 

U13 UI5 
(AOtiUl &O@ 

43 PI-11 
(reset A4 to 01 & 06) 

42 Pl-9 



LB t-31 853 

Decode Prom Latch 

U5 u13 III5 
(Al to 02 & 05) 

we Fl 1755 Hz (reset mode) 

Decode Prom Latch 

u9 u13 UlO 
@2toO3&08) 

&g&ye F2 1655 & 

Decode Prom Latch 

U8 u13 UlO 
(A31504&07) 

j&TX I Off I255 Hz (reset mode) 

DfXOde Prom Latch 

U6 u14 Ull 

LOW 

PI-9 

Release 

43 

High 

H-11 

Operate LOW 

Ql PI-16 
{reset A4 SO 03 & 08) 

Release High 

44 PI-15 

Operate 

44 

Decode 

u7 

Prom Latch Q=- 

U14 Ull Q5&Kl 
(A2 to 05) 

Qmmel Guard I&g&e 1555 T& (reset mode) 

Decode prom Latch Operate 

u4 u15 U12 
(A5 to 04) (reset A4 to 04) 

Channel Guard D-1450 

Decode 

U3 

Prom 

Ul5 
(Al to 03) 

Latch 

U12 

LOW 

Pl-15 

LOW 

LOW 

LOW 

Law 

Pl-14 

Release 

Ql 

High 

PI-16 

Release 

Q5stKl 

High 

Release High 

, 

Release 

47 

High 

Pl-14 

Release High 
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s LBI-31853 

a Tone Extention Board “Road Map” 

Panel 19323487IP72 

DESCR~UN 

This panel provides for remote operation of a two frequency transmit - two frequency receive station with Scan, and AUX 1 On- 

Transmrt (reset mode) 

Decode Prom Latch 

tF’2 185#& 

Decode Prom Latch 

U5 u13 UlU 
(Al tiU2&05) 

Receive F1 1755 & (reset mode) 

Decode Prom Latch 

u9 u13 U15 
(A2toU3&08) 

fifceive I72 1650 

Decode Prom Latch 

U8 U13 u15 
(A3 to 04 82.07) 

Decode Prom Latch 

U6 Ul4 Ull 

LAW 

Release 

Q2 

Xigh 

Pl-9 

Release 

Q3 

High i 

PI-11 

Operate LOW 

:set A4 to 01 c&;’ 

Operate LOW 

Q2 PI-9 

Operate LOW 

Ql PI-16 
(reset A4 to 03 & 08) 

Rekase 

44 

LOW 

Pl-15 

Release 

Q1 

Operate 

Q5&Kl 

Rekase 

(A3 to 06) (resetA4to 09 

AUX 1 on 1355 Hz 

Decode Prom Latch Operate LOW Release 

High 

Pl-15 

High 

PI-16 

High 

High 

Q5&Kl 



Decode Prom Latch Operate Low Release High 

u1 u15 u12 CB PI-13 
(A3 to 07) 

Decode Prom Latch Operate LOW 

u15 U12 
(u15 A4 to 08) 
(w13 A.2 to 03 t5 u10 to D14 to U12) 
(U13 A3 so 04 to UlO to D13 to U12) 

Presence of R 7 without U2 puts U15-12 always high 
Presence of R13 without U3 puts U15-ll always high 
Presence of R19 without U4 puts U15-10 always high 

Release 

QS 

=I& 

PI-13 

Panel 193234871P73 

This pauel provides for remote operation of a one fkquency transmit - two receiver station. 

Decode Prom Larch Operate LOW 

U16 
{main) 

u13 Ul5 
(A0 to 01 & 06) 

Q3 PI-11 

Receive Fl 1750 I& 

Decode Prom Latch Operate Low 

u9 u13 UN Ql PI-16 
(Azto03&08) 

Decode Prom Latch Operate LOW 

U8 u13 UIU 
(A3tOO4&0?) 

w Pf-15 

Release 

Q2 

High 

H-9 

Release 

44 

High 

Pl-15 

Release 

Ql 

High 

H-16 



. 1 

. 1 

. ears Recave 1050 I& (reset mode) 

Decode Prom Latch Operate LOW 

U1 Ul3 UlO 
UlO 

(AltiU3&007) 

PI-16 
PI-15 

(reset A4 to 03 & 07) 

By s&x tion of either Receive Fl or Receive F2 

Release High 

PaneI 19323487lP74 

This pane1 provides for remote operation of a zwo frequency @ansmit - two receiver srati~~ 

Fl 1950& 

Decode Prom La&h 

U16 u13 Ul# 
(main) (AOtoUl &U6) 

Decode Prom Latch 

u5 u13 UlO 
[Al to 02 & 05) 

Receive Fl 1750 & 

Decode Prom Latch 

ewe F2 1650 I& 

Decode Prom Latch 

US U13 U10 
(A3 to 04 & 07) 

ape- 
43 

Operate 

Q2 

LOW 

PI-11 

LOW 

PI-9 

Release 

Q2 

High 

PI-9 

Release 

43 

High 

Pl-11 

Operate 

Q1 

LOW 

PI-16 

Release 

44 

High 

Pl-15 

Operate 

44 

LOW 

Pl-15 

Release 

Ql 

High 

PI-16 

83 



By selection of either Receive Fl or Receive F2 

Presence of R 7 without U2 puts IX 5- I2 always high 
Presence ofR13 without U3 puts UI5-11 always high 
Presence of Rl9 without U4 puts II15IO always high 

Ericsson GE Mobib Communications Inc. 
Mountain View Road * Lynchburg,Virginia 24502 

Printed in U.S.A. 



f!mcwG OPTlOW 
19M34871P101 

METER MORULE 
PLl9D417OW 

/ 

COWTROC PAla, 
196234871Pl-73 

FRONT VIEW 
CONTROL SHELF 

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS LEN-31 853 

HARNESS 

cl&P u4G29851P13) 
~3~VxW$0107W306)6) 

Fill NETERING oPTIoN 
i 

lYB23Aa71PlQl I Cwv m402YslPlJ) 
m (1yp107P#16) 
““‘X h 5i.l 
o(oT us% WITH 1Ym4a71P101) 

THESE IlTRWTlOWS COVER YR IIWA&4TIO~ OF TN IIETERMG OPTfOIl 
(19B234871PlOl~ OIITO THE COltTROt PAR&l 196234871Pl THRU 73. 

1, REIWZ BlAlY PAltEl OR COHlW. PAnU t DISCARD. 

2, ASSU(BLE IWERIIIG OPTtON. USING YAK HARCUARE 11111 
TO MOW Y&ARK PAR!% 

3. ROUTE HARKSS FROI( bNZTER1116 C+'TlOM UP AROUWD TOP OF 
SHELF L PM OHTO J3. 

J REAR VIEW 
HARNESS SUPPLIED 
HITH WERIlG OPTION CONTROL SHELF 

(29D417758, Rev. 6) 

Meter Option ME02 
(19623487lP101) 

,, ,, ,,, ,, ,, ,,, mm,, ,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,, ,,~,,,>,/ ,,,,,,,/,,, ,, ,,,, 



LBI-31853 APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 

0 2 THIS IISTRKTlM( CWERS A SWLC.H OPERATED RELAY RAW, (s.o.R. m) 
WW871P102 mUYTIY6 TO M Mm il PA)IEL. 

1. $UNTTT~MTTERYSTMDBYEUMDFER I#STRUCTICWSWiLIED 

2. INSTALL UIRE SUPPLIED,EY CDMCTlr(b WE EM) TO J1216 001 
BATTERY STANDBY BD. ROUTM ALos16 SIDE EXISTIN kHKS.S AWD 
;LU#$ OT$Elt Elf0 ONTO PIN 7 OF W OY STATlOU POUER SlIPFlY. 

. I 

/-PI" 7 

A 
I 

,--FURNISKD HDY 

WE5: 

I. IMTNP27617sEDyER 
*uxILIAJ?Y carma KR?TlaN aF 
ExlsllHj Ip. M.IEN mfm 
WN CDmR OF UJlcfi NITMIK Jxo. 

SOFUBattery Alarm Option SUOl ! 
(iQB234871 Pi 02) 

VIEW A 

(190417576. Rsv. 5) 



APPlfCATHXj INSTRUCTIONS LB&31 853 

4. um CG UlInru DIGII G, IL I., n, u, y1, 
A55 JwwfR H12-X13. 

5. 

6. FOR TO#E COHTROL (SS’EMK 5StIl Y), REWfE DIODE 
535 FR5fi fi2 TO KU. 



LBI-3-f 853 APPLlCATtQN lMSTf?UCTlONS 

THIS IHSTRUGTIOH WERS THE HUDIFIWIJIOR OF THE CWONENT 
BOARD ON THE 
f93234871PSI THRU P73 TONE REPEATER PAPIEL, FUR USE WITH A 
lmcm KEYlNti PANEL. 
RNISIM *E* AND EARLIER WE PANELS. 

t. RI34CIE JLIFO’EN FROM I%47 TO M8 AND DISCARD. 

2. ADD U19 TO JUNE (19A549433Pl). 

REVWON ‘F” AND LASER TORE PANELS 

1. ADD JUMPER H47-H4l. 



. 1 

I , 

APPLICATION lNSTFWCTlUNS cm-31 853 -’ 

HIS IKiTRUCTfffN C5YERS THE fHSTALLarI5N OF 13R234871P154. F55R HRE 
INTO TUBE COBTRUL STATIQS. 

1. RE!45VE JWER FROn HZ4 T5 H25. 

2. REMOVE JWPER FROn I+26 TO ti27 IF SWElTH DIGIT T MD it?WX DISIT D, I., 
8 OR SEVERTH MSIT IS V. 
IF 5PTIDfi ‘iT5f IS PAESE#T. REiWE K?6-K?? FOR ALL towBIRATIOHS. 

6. i%?llRT t9323487tPtO4 PER FIG. 2. 

7. IF IfiTERCM <1%325571) IS PRfSEHTr, ADD A DA WIRE .JlJWEff FROn HI TO H2 
PER FIGURE 3. 

FIB. 2 
TOE PANEL 

t9B234a7tpst-P7J 

HI t 441 
Q 

~ 

- 
---- -_- 

FIG. 3 
IHTEKC~ BB. 
13c32067t 

Four Wire Audio Option TX02 
(19B234871 P104) 

89 
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ADDENDUM NO. 1 TO LBI-31853E 
(PCS31 

This addendum incorporates updated information on the Squelch 
Operated Relay / Battery Alarm Tone Board 193234871P102/3/5 (900- 
'316%). 

Revision D schematic and parts 1 ist are included. Note that 
several components are located on the underside of this board in the 
later revisions. The Production Changes that follow give details on 
the changes. When this maintenance manual is reprinted, this 

information will be incorporated. 

PRODUCTION CHANGES 
Changes in the equipment to improve performance or to simplify circuits are identified by a “Revision Letter”, 
which is stamped after the model number of the unif. The revision stamped on the unit includes all previous 
revisions. Refer to the Parts !A for the descriptions of parts affected by these revisions. 

REV, A - SQUELCH OPERATED RELAY 19B234871PI.02 
BATTERY STANDBY ALARM TONE 193234871PlCJ3 
SUR/BATTERY STANDBY ALARM TUNE 19B234871P105 
To improve bias on RUS line, changed R4 from 3.6K to 
1K ohms. Resistor R4 was 312-0029, 3.6K ohms. 

REV. 3 - BATTERY STAHDBY ALARM TONE 193234871PI.03 
SORl3ATTERY STANDBY ALARM TUNE 193234871P105 
TO prevent unnecessary loading of audio line, 
changed 555 enable circuit as follows: Removed RI.1 
(312-0011. IUK ohms), connected U1 pin 4 to pin 8 and 
connected collector of Q7 to C5. 

REV. C - BATTERY STANDBY ALARM TUNE 133234871PL03 
;Fl?ATTERY STANDBY ALARM TUNE 193234871PI.05 

improve Q6 bias, added R36 from collector of Q5 
to base of ~6. Resistor R36 is located on the 
underside of the board. 

REV. D - BATTERY STANDBY ALAB TONE 193234871P103 
SOR/BATTERY STAHDBY ALARM TONE IL93234871Pl.05 
To improve operation of alarm tone, added D4 and RII 
(3X2-0053, 2.7M ohms) between U1 pins 2 and 6. Also 
moved 43 and Q? collectors to U1 pin 2. Changed R34 
to a jumper. Diode D4 and resistor Rl1. are located 
on the bottom of the board. 

-l- 



ADDENDUM NO. 1 TO mr-31853E 

iYM&fJL GE P&W W. 



ADDEIVDUM NO, 1 TO LBI-318538 

VhlE-GL GE PARTNO. 

LXPARTMU. 

GE PARTHO. 

rmwtw: 1 25 "I, ". 

,ew,LtbiC: .1 50 u?. ". 

r*ntr1w: 10 *. UP. 16 

WmlIthiC: .OOl YP, 50 Y. 

~WOlItbtC: ,004, w, 50 0. 

,WW,kttiC: .Pl UP, 50 Y, 

tTED OK CHANGED BY PRODUCTION CHANGt 



ADDElNDUM WO. 1 TO LBI-31853E: 

r 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

r ------c .usS-a.- I 

Mwc 1UVK 

f 
1% 
*,r P BANDPASS 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

TONE 
AUDIO I 

LEVEL 
I 

REPETITION 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

LM555 

r T I 

19VUC 

%3 ‘” P 

I 
SQUELCH 
OPERATED 
RELAY 

cw 

BATTEXY 
ALARM 

I L- A-~--- . 

L --------------I------- ---- -I 

(4165-S-00, Rev. 0) 



ADDENDUM NO. 2 TO LBI-31853E 
(PC's3) 

This addendum updates conffguratfon data found in Table 1 on page 
four. The revised table is shown below. 

51 

52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 

Description 

*Remote or Remote/Repeat 
*Remote or Remote/Repeat 
Remote 
Ri=XTlote 
Rem0E-. 

Remote 
RemotejRepeat 
Remote/Repeat 
*Remote or Remote/E&peat 
Remote/Repeat 
Remote 
Remote 
*Remote or Remote&peat 
‘Remote o,r Remote/Repeat 
RtiXROte 

Remote 
Remote/Repeat 
Remote/Repeat 
*Remote or Remote/Repeat 
Remote/Repeat 
Remote 
Remote 
Remote 
Remote 

he 
kq 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

Two 
FW 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

Four 
FW 

X 
X 

X 

Channel Repeat CG AUX, 
Guard DisabIe On-off I 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

scan 

Awr Receiver Application 
Aux Receiwr Application 

* To n&e Remote/Repeat for these units requires I9C32700fP2 ModScation fnstructions, 
- 

-1- 



ADDENDUM NO. 3 TO LBI-31853E 
(PCS3) 

This addendum incorporates Revision P information for the Tone 
Control Panel. The panel has the following major changes from 
Revision N to Revision P: 

l 2175 Hz Bandpass Board (319/101-0213) has replaced U23 on the 
Main Board (519/101-0172). This change is due to the limited 
availability of stable AFlUO IC's. 

l Tone decoder circuits 
(319/101-0173) have been chaI:ed t:' 

Tone Extension Board 
improve the adjustment 

range of the decoders. 

The schematic diagram for the new Bandpass Board is included on 
the schematic (Sheet 4) of the Main Board, Main Board printed-wire- 
board revision is now K and the Bandpass Board printed-wire-board 
revision is A. 

1. U23 (and associated circuitry) has been removed and connector P? has been 
added, The 2175 Hz Bandpass Board plugs to P? via 37. Main Board 
Revision is 3. 

2. Cl8 - ~21, C29 and C30 locations will now accept component lead spacings 
of .In and .2". 

3. H69 - H70 has been added for voting applications. 
4. R8 has changed from 12K to 4.7K (519/312-00408). 
5 Trace was cut on solder-side of board from R79 to U? pin 9. 
4. H31, TP4 and TP5 have changed from 5191200~0015 to 519/231-1001. 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Changed R6, R12, R18, R24, R30, R36, R42, 1148 and R54 from 5K pots to 1OK 
pats (J19/352-1103). 
Changed R5 from 93.lK to 90.9K (J19/311-0002H). 
Changed R11 from 84.5K to 82.5K (519/311-82528). 
Changed R17 from 66.5K to 63.4K (519/311-6342H). 
Changed R23 from 61.9K to 59.OK (319/311-59028). 
Changed R29 from 51.1K to 48.?K {519/311-48728). 
Changed R35 from 76,8K to 75.OK (319/311-00238). 
Changed Ii41 from 71,5K to 69.8K (319/31X-6982H). 
Changed R47 from 57.6K to 56,2K (519/311-56228). 
Changed R53 from 54.9K to 52.3K (J19/311-5232H). 
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Cl 
IA-a-u 
c4 

57 

R1 
and 
R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 
and 
R6 

R? 

R8 

R9 

R10 

RI1 
and 
RX2 

RI.3 
and 
RI4 

319/362-0019 

519/311-8450H 

519/311-51128 

J19/311-5492H 

319,l311-5112B 

319/311-0009B 

319/311-5112H 

33.91311~0009B 

319/311-5492s 

519/351-1252 

319/130-0286 

319/199-3056 

519/220-0002 

- - - - - - - - _ _ f-'APACITORS - - v - - - - - - - 

Monolithic: .Ol uF 50 v. 

-_------- _ _ JACKS - - - - - - - - - - - 

DIP: 5 fosition, ,100" centers. 

- - - - - - - - - - RESISTORS - - - - - - - - - - 
845 ohms +1%, l/4 w. 

51.1K ohms tl%, 114 w. 

54.9K ohms +l%( 114 w. 

53..IK ohms 21%t I/4 w. 

97.6K ohms +I%, 114 w. 

51.1K ohms +I%, I.14 w. 

97.m ohms +1%, 114 w. 

54.9K ohms -t-l%, l/4 w. 

51.1K ohms +3.%, l/4 w. 

Potentiometer: 500 Ohms 1 Turn. 

v-m---- -' IPVPEGRATED CIRCUITS - - - - - - - 

Linear: Quad Op Amp; sim to I&348. 

- - - - - - - - - MISCELLANEOUS - - - - - - - - - 

Screw: #4-M x 3/a’* Phillips. 

Socket: 14 Pin DIP. 
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(90042X3, Silkscreen, Rev. a) 
(900-0213, Component Sids, Rev. A) 

(9004213, #older Side. Rev. A) 

S ON BOTH SIDES 

+---RUNS ON COMPONENT SIDE 

ADDENDUM NO. 3 TO LBI-31853E 
(PCS3) 

(900-OL7.2. Silkscreen, Rev. H 
1 (900-0172. Component: Side, Rev. H) 

(900-0172. Solder Side. Rev. a) 

OUTLINE DIAGRAMS 

Tone Remote / Remote Repeater Board 
I 
I and 2175 Hz Bandpass Board 

-3- 
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ADDENDUM NQ. 3 TO 2231-318533 
(PCS3) 

TX AUDIO LO‘$zo3-" 
HBZ 

- MEET 3 

SPKR 2 LO'p4-2--+ 
dWAti 7J i-----,----.J 

WEEI 3 U5B-5 + 

%s: < U27A ) 

SHEET3 w 

REPEATER--11 
AWIO MUTE 

1owc 

r 
IOMC 

3 

t 
1OWC 

J1200-e m 
---+SWCH 

(4168-S-04, Rev, P) SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

Sheet 2 of 5 



ADDENDUM NO. 3 TO LBI-31853E 
(PCS3) 

DELAYED PTT 

COMBINED PTT 

REMOTE PTT 

TONE PTT 

REPEATER PTT 

LOCAL PTT 

SECU%i~ 
WEET 2 

SWEET 1 

INCOM AUDIO 

LINE AUO10~B1201-3 
1 

- 

I I 

4-9UIRE 

AUD,O TE1201- 2 0 P5-2 

P 
AUD,0~m1201-s P5-3 

L J L Am.,,,,,,,,, J 

(4168-S-05, Rev. P) SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

Sheet 3 of 5 
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ADDENDUM NO. 3 TO LBZ-31853E 
(PCS3) 

5m 
?--J J7-4 lomc 

11 I_., 
L P7-+ 

P7-S 

1 r SIIEEEEI 2 

J12Ctb25 

JlZOl-B$% 

(1168-S-06, Rev. P) 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

sheet 4 of 5 



ADDENDUM NO. 3 TO LBI-31853E 
(PCS3) 

NOT USED 

u21c 
l/4 cGlkM6 

u19c 
l/6 74c1.4 I 
-3?+- 1 

UlQD 
l/6 7404 I 

I JBo SM 
3c- 3h 

I 300 

I 
SW SW2 
SC-3n 
300 

I 
I co2,c95.c11c$c119 

D47,D50 
J1202-4 

I J1204-6,9,12 
R74,RllO,R166.K168 

--- 

mo SW3 
x-SA I 
300 

I 
380 SW4 
XOW---OJA 
300 I 

I 
R16Q,R171,R172,R174 
R176,R177,R195 
R234.R255,R236 

I 

m1201-1,6 
U6,U8,U17#23 

I ---- 

JUMPER CHART FOR P51 MRU P82 TONE PANELS 
X-INSTALUZD 

us& VALUES LISTED 
FOR LINE COMPENSA’KON 

2s ai4 II% 22 
17.M 69.1K 14.X 455.3K 

TABLE 1 

REPEATER MASTER TIMER CWART 

NOTES: 

Au UMPER POSTIWS IN SOIEMAIIC WEEtS l-4’ 
APPLY TO THE TONE PANEL PART HO. P.52. IT IS 
USING A 3 MINUTE MASTER TIMER. A 3 SEWN0 
DRWCUT TIMER. AND NW Cf ME CWlWS. 

-- 
I- -I LAST USED 

I I 
Cl23 R239 
D52 SG2 
H70 MS 

Tm 

REPEATER DROPOUT 
TIMER CHART 

- 
JUMPER NUMBERS lS&C 3SEc 1asEc 

HI8 TO H19 
HZ0 TO HZ1 

.A__- 
X x 

1. RUdO’vt XLMPul WH CHANNEL GUARD DECODE ONLY APPLICATIONS. 
2. REMOVE XlMPER To DISABLE THE FKPEATEK MASTER & RROPWT TIMERS. 
3. REMOK XlWER TO ENAEU THE TOME WTW INPUT. 
4. F?OMtE ,WPER Wti 4 MRE AUDIO OPTION. 
5. ~NS’MLL X)MPER WH 4 WE CWO4, EXCWT HM VOTER DELAY Ci’TlCW. 
6. FKMCW XUlPER FOR REPEATER PIT DISABLE. 
7. INSTML XjMPEK hll’li MWR DRAY W?lON. 
8. INSTAU x)upER IN REUOTE 

E 
EPEAT Wki Cc OR AJJX RECWLFR A?PUCAlIWS, 

9. KEMOVC XIWER WH WC WARD AFWCATlWS 
10s REUOLF: FZWTORS RlW AN0 R214 WEN THIS JUYP&R IS USED. 
11. REMOVE 0% MR &PEAT CPERATW. 
12. INSTML JUMPER WEN TX GRWNO IWllON IS NOT NEEDED. 
13. INS’tAU V&EN USlNG WING TGN& BOARD. 

(1168-S-09, Rev. P) 
SCHEXATIC DIAGRAM 

Sheet 5 of 5 
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ADDENDUM NO. 3 TO LBI-31853E 
(PCS3) 

- 

P6 

- 

i%Alm 
oti PC8 
Jl%-QW-0172 

GE TONE 
REPEATER 
PANE% 

JUMPER 
Hi TO HZ 
w3 TO H4 

INS-I-ALLED FOR ON PANELS / 

FCUR FREOUENCY MfRX P5b. P.56, 4 P52 

I45 TO H6 

W-7 TO H8 

MO TO HI0 

AUX-1, W-l Kl RELAY 

AUX-1 wlwJT K1 RMY 

NO BATTERY BACKUP 

P63 ‘IWRU P72 

PW THRU P72 

P52 MRU P74 

1--- 

r LAST “SED-i 
I u14 022 1 
, R77 K1 , 

I z ii” I 
L 1--- J 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

Tone Extension Board 

Sheet 1 of 1 

(mh3-00, 


